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ABSTRACT 
A Composite Tracer Analysis Approach to Reservoir Characterization. 
(August 2004) 
Adedayo Stephen Oyerinde, B.S., University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria; 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Akhil Datta-Gupta 
 
In the quest for production optimization from established resources, there is a continual 
interest in secondary and tertiary recovery methods. The success of these enhanced recovery 
methods, however, rely to a large extent on a sound understanding of fluid dynamics and 
migration paths in the reservoir. To this end, several approaches to reservoir characterization 
have been put to test with varying degrees of success. 
The unique ability of tracers to provide direct information on preferential fluid flow paths in 
the reservoir, and the sensitivity of partitioning tracers to fluid saturation distribution has 
highlighted the prospects of a detailed reservoir characterization through interwell tracer tests. 
In a broad sense, analysis of interwell tracer tests fall into two categories, analytical and 
inverse modeling. While most of the analytical methods are laden with limiting assumptions, the 
method of moments boasts rigorous formulation and accurate estimates of swept volume and 
average saturation of bypassed oil. The inverse modeling infers permeability and saturation 
distribution by matching the tracer response. An extremely effective approach to the inverse 
modeling methods computes sensitivities based on streamlines. 
The accurate modeling of tracer flow requires accounting for complex phenomena such as 
transverse dispersion. Also, it is sometimes desired to model pertinent tracer components 
through compositional simulation. This necessitates the inclusion of a physical dispersion tensor 
and, hence, the well established finite difference formulation. 
In this work, we have coupled the finite difference and streamline simulation techniques for 
the inversion-based reservoir characterization to take advantage of the robustness of the finite 
difference formulation and computational efficiency of streamline simulation. We have also 
extended the formalism of the inversion technique for fluid distribution estimation to scenarios 
with mobile oil saturations and have attempted integrating the analytical and inverse-modeling 
techniques to facilitate detailed reservoir characterization. We have demonstrated the feasibility 
of our approach on both synthetic and field cases. 
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CHAPTER I 
1 INTRODUCTION* 
 
1.1 Background 
 
On primary recovery, a significant amount of the original oil in place is left unrecovered. 
The fate of a business venture is often determined by enhanced oil recovery methods aimed at 
economically recovering the bypassed oil. The success of these methods requires a sound 
understanding of fluid dynamics and migration paths in the reservoir. Although seismic, geologic 
and depositional environment studies, as well as reservoir simulation, can provide very valuable 
insight into the feasibility of secondary or tertiary projects, significant information about the 
actual distribution of the fluid transmissibility of a reservoir are contained in pressure transient 
testing and interwell tracer tests. The global nature of the probing ability of pressure transient 
tests and inherent lack of resolution in terms of “small scale” features undermines their 
suitability for detailed reservoir characterization. 
Over the years, a succession of advancements in design and implementation of tracer tests 
have drawn attention to them as a reliable means of delineating fluid migration paths in the 
reservoir. Novel applications such as construction of fractional flow curves, residual oil and 
connate water saturation have further accentuated the potential of tracer tests as adequate tools 
for reservoir description and characterization. 
Broadly, there are two classifications of tracers; these are radioactive and chemical tracers. 
Radioactive tracers are chemical compounds which contain radioactive isotopes that disintegrate 
to a stable state and may emit beta or gamma radiation, depending on the isotope. Chemical 
tracers for water can be categorized into dyes, ionic, and organic tracers. The choice of tracer for 
an application is driven by environmental concerns, anticipated exposure to rock material, transit 
time, and reservoir property sought amongst others. In terms of application, tracers are 
categorized into conservative and partitioning tracers. This classification is based on the relative 
interaction of the tracers with the water and other phases present in the reservoir. 
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The conservative, also called ‘non-partitioning’ or ‘aqueous’ tracers move with the velocity 
of the water phase in the reservoir without interaction with other phases as they move through 
the reservoir. These tracers have found successful applications in characterizing fluid flow 
between wells. Partitioning tracers are soluble in the water phase as well as the oil or gas phases 
present in the reservoir. The solubility of partitioning tracers in the immobile oil or gas in a 
reservoir results in the frontal advance rate being less than the injection fluid velocity. Driven by 
the tracer concentration gradient, tracer molecules will diffuse from the tracer slug into the 
stationary oil or gas. After the slug passage, a reversal in concentration gradient occurs, initiating 
the diffusion of tracer molecules from the stationary phases back into injection water. It is this 
chromatographic delay that serves as the basis for residual oil saturation determination and fluid 
distribution estimation. 
Partitioning tracers have gained application in two different types of tracer tests. The first is 
the Single Well Partitioning Tracer Tests (SWPTT), and the second, Partitioning Interwell 
Tracer Tests (PITT) 
A single well partitioning tracer test is an in-situ method for measuring fluid saturations in 
reservoir. The measurement can be for residual oil saturation or for connate water saturation. In 
either case, the saturation measurement is carried out where one phase is effectively stationary in 
the pore space and the other phase can flow to the wellbore. These tests are used primarily to 
measure target oil saturations before initiating enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations, measure 
the effectiveness of EOR agents in a single well pilot, or assess a field for bypassed oil targets. 
The test for residual oil saturation is carried out by the injection and back production of water-
carrying chemical tracers in a single well. The injected volume is divided into two parts, one of 
water carrying a small concentration of an alkyl ester into the formation and the second a push 
volume that pushes the ester away from the well bore. A material balance tracer, normally an 
alcohol, is added to the entire injection volume to differentiate it from the formation water being 
displaced. After the ester and push injections are completed, the well is shut in for a period of 
time depending on the reactivity of the ester and the reservoir temperature. The shut in period 
allows a portion of the ester to react with water in the reservoir forming a new tracer in-situ. 
Since Alkyl esters are made by the reaction of an alcohol with an organic acid, hydrolysis at 
reservoir temperature breaks it down to the starting products. The acid formed during the 
reaction is consumed by the natural base components of the reservoir and is not observed. It is 
the alcohol tracer formed that is a partitioning tracer making for the separation of the elution 
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profiles of the produced tracers in back production, and in essence, possible estimation of 
bypassed oil saturation. Partitioning interwell tracer tests also rely on the concept of retardation 
of tracers in estimating residual oil saturations but as the name suggests, on a larger scale than 
the SWPTT.  
During a PITT, both conservative and partitioning tracers are injected into the reservoir 
through injection wells. The observed separation between the conservative and the partitioning 
tracers, which depend on the amount and distribution of oil contacted by the partitioning tracers 
as well as the partitioning coefficient of the tracer, can be used to infer in-situ oil distribution in 
the tracer swept area of the reservoir. The combination of both conservative and partitioning 
tracers in a single test affords the opportunity of obtaining direct information on reservoir 
heterogeneity and fluid migration patterns, as well as saturation distribution in the reservoir. The 
ability of PITTs to probe and characterize interwell regions increases their value over SWPTTs. 
The trend in the past had been an analytical approach to interpretation of tracer tests. These 
analytical methods varied in application from determining number of layers1 to producing 
estimations of average swept volumes and oil saturations in the reservoir with techniques also 
varying from mere inspection of elution profile to non-linear regression. 
Improved computational capabilities as achieved by the advent of super-processors have 
brought into lime light an approach based on inverse modeling once considered prohibitive. 
However, the processing feat still offers little room for practical application of computationally 
intensive approaches to solving the inverse problem such as numerical perturbation, adjoint 
method, and gradient based methods. The distinction of the methods derives from the manner in 
which the sensitivities are calculated. 
In the recent past, a novel approach to solving the inverse problem for field applications 
based on streamline simulation was proposed2. 
In this research, the requirement for accurate modeling of tracer flow accounting for 
complex phenomena such as transverse dispersion as well as the desire to model pertinent tracer 
components through compositional simulation is considered and the inadequacy of streamline 
models to cater for these concerns has led to the coupling of a commercial finite difference 
reservoir simulator, which serves as the forward model, to streamline-based inversion algorithm. 
This method borrows from the idea of sensitivity computation along streamlines and takes 
advantage of the robustness of finite difference formulation and the computational efficiency of 
streamline simulation. 
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This research also extends the present formulation to fluid saturation distribution estimation 
in the presence of mobile oil and attempts to integrate analytical approaches to tracer analysis 
with inverse-based methods. 
We have applied our work with success to synthetic and filed cases. 
 
1.2 Literature review 
 
Tracer tests have been conducted in both petroleum and groundwater fields with remarkable 
success. This has led to simultaneous development in interpretation techniques in both fields. 
While in the petroleum field, the development in interpretative capabilities has been driven by 
production optimization, in the groundwater field, the design and implementation of aquifer 
remediation schemes for removal of the contaminant from the soil remains the principal drive. 
Methods of analysis of tracer tests in both petroleum and groundwater applications can be 
divided into three categories. 
• analytical methods, 
• stochastic methods via cokrigging, and 
• direct profile match with simulation. 
Analytical methods also vary in application. Some are aimed at characterizing reservoir 
heterogeneity and dynamics of fluid flow, while others applied in determination of average oil or 
Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPL) in the reservoir and aquifer respectively. 
In the petroleum industry, Cooke3 initiated an approach for determining reservoir oil 
saturation using PITT data. In his approach, the breakthrough times of the two types of tracers 
are used in computing the average saturation in the swept region. 
As a result of poor quantitative definition of the breakthrough time, an improvement over 
Cooke’s method was proposed by Tang4. Tang’s proposition laid emphasis on using any 
common ‘landmarks’ such as peaks and valley on the elution curves rather than a breakthrough 
time, which often required estimation through a polynomial fit in determining oil saturation. 
Tang further proposed that reservoir oil saturation can be evaluated over the whole production 
curve by comparing the production times of the partitioning and non-partitioning tracers at a 
given landmark defined as equal normalized concentrations, recovery or normalized recovery. 
This improved method yields several values of average in-situ oil for different landmarks being 
indicative of variability in oil saturation encountered by the tracers in migrating from injectors to 
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producers. An arithmetic average of the estimated values of oil saturation can then be used to 
represent the average oil saturation. A similar analytical method in the groundwater field applies 
a method called ‘Method of Moments’ in determining average saturation of NAPL saturations in 
the Aquifer. This method relies on computation of first temporal moments of the tracer responses 
over the entire production curve and then using this moment to evaluate an average NAPL 
saturation in the tracer-swept region. This method has been extended to the petroleum industry 
and in this research; we have applied this to a field case. 
Dean presented a technique for fractional-flow modeling using chemical tracers.5 His 
approach is based on combining the theory of tracer movement and that of Buckley-Leverette for 
two-phase flow in establishing the fact that chemical tracers flowing with oil and brine in a 
reservoir follow characteristic oil saturation. 
By modeling tracer elution profiles using stream functions and hyper elliptic integrals and 
imposing several limiting assumptions such as specific flood pattern or Mobility ratio and 
homogenous reservoir layers, several authors have attempted determining the number and 
properties of layers of a reservoir by matching observed peaks in the elution profile.  
Abbaszadeh, drawing from previous works by Bingham, proposed a non-linear regression 
technique of matching the tracer elution profile, thereby determining the optimal number of 
layers and corresponding estimates of conductivity and porosity-thickness products. 
James et al. introduced a stochastic approach for estimating spatial distribution of NAPL. 
The method utilizes a cokrigging algorithm to simultaneously evaluate spatial variation of NAPL 
and hydraulic conductivity. This method treats NAPL distribution and conductivity as spatially 
correlated random fields. The method, through a non-linear Gauss-Newton search technique 
identifies spatial distribution of NAPL that minimizes in a lest-square sense, the temporal 
moment predictions from the observed values measured at extraction wells.  The James et al. 
method is a solution to an inverse problem aimed at obtaining permeability and saturation 
distribution by matching first temporal moment of tracer profiles. Complications of this method 
arise from the requirement of existence of prior and cross-covariance models that might be 
difficult to determine in the field. 
Even though the analytic methods for analyzing tracer data are simple and easy to apply, 
they rely on averaging the difference in tracer responses and provide only average estimates. 
Potentially, every observed data point on a tracer profile carries important information about 
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reservoir properties. Thus, the direct profile match is desirable but difficult because it involves 
the solution of computationally intensive inverse problems. 
The direct profile match methods essentially adjust reservoir parameters and saturations in 
order to obtain a fit on the observed response. Early attempts involved a manual adjustment of 
these parameters until a “match” is obtained. The ad-hoc nature of parameter adjustment and the 
time spent in obtaining a match deemed acceptable makes this method quite impractical for large 
cases. 
Attempts to improve on the profile match resulted in efforts dedicated to solving an inverse 
problem which in some cases proved computationally prohibitive. Most of these attempts tried to 
solve the inverse problem by automated history matching with finite-difference simulators. The 
inherent computational intensity makes them hardly feasible for fine-scale field models. 
Gradient-based inversion methods, which are directly compatible with commercial finite-
difference simulators, rely on calculation of sensitivity coefficients in order to employ efficient 
gradient based technique for optimization. Computation of sensitivities often becomes more 
expensive than solving fluid flow problem and is often responsible for excessive computational 
time associated with finite-difference automated history matching Although gradient-free 
optimization methods such as simulated annealing and genetic algorithm have been utilized for 
data integration, the slow convergence based on random perturbation prevents them from being 
extensively used. 
Vasco et al.6 presented a computationally efficient approach to solving the inverse problem 
using streamline simulation. The computational efficiency results from the possibility of deriving 
analytical equations for sensitivities along streamlines. Yoon7 et al. proved the utility of the 
streamline-based inversion method for estimation of NAPL saturation from PITT data using a 
synthetic case and applied the method to a field test at Hill Air force Base Operating unit 1. 
Illiasov et al.5 applied this to a multi-well field-scale PITT test at Ranger field to determine 
spatial distribution of in-situ oil. 
The shortcomings of streamline simulation have been the motivation behind the approach 
utilized in this research. Results obtained from application to synthetic cases as well as the 
Ranger case gives us confidence on the applicability of the approach. 
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1.3 Objectives of the study 
 
The objectives of this study are split into three principal parts. The first part involves the 
modification of the streamline-based inverse approach of reservoir characterization using tracer 
data by incorporating finite difference simulation to take advantage of the robustness and 
complexity of the finite difference formulation, and the computational efficiency of streamline 
simulation.  
The second part of the research is an extension of the saturation inversion during PITT to 
mobile oil saturations, and the third part is an integration of established analytical interpretation 
methods with the inversion-based numerical approaches. 
 
1.4 Thesis outline 
 
We first discuss the basics of the Method of Moments (MOM) as an analytic approach to 
tracer interpretation in terms of estimating average swept volumes and saturation of bypassed oil. 
In the next section, we apply the MOM to the Ranger field case and discuss the result. 
Next, we introduce the fundamentals of streamline-based inversion approach to reservoir 
characterization. In this section, we detail how sensitivities are obtained from streamlines and 
show how we have coupled finite difference and streamline simulation techniques to obtain a 
robust and computationally efficient inversion algorithm. Our extension of the saturation 
inversion to cases with mobile oil saturations and thus, modified expressions for the sensitivity 
calculations are then presented. 
Finally, we apply our approach to a nine-spot, two-dimensional synthetic case and then to 
the field case study mentioned above. We then compare our results to previous works done on 
the field case for the purpose of validation. 
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CHAPTER II 
2 ANALYTICAL TRACER INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES 
2.1 Theory of method of moments 
 
The method of moments has its roots in the chemical process industry where it is used to 
analyze non-ideal flow in chemical reactors. In this application, a stimulus is applied by injecting 
a tracer at the inlet of the system either in the form of a narrow pulse (delta function) or as a 
continuous injection (step function), and the tracer response as a function of cumulative time is 
monitored at the output. The tracer distribution curve generated at the outlet is used to analyze 
flow through the reactor.  
Analysis of the tracer distribution curve is done by relating the moments of the distribution 
curve to possible flow models in the reactor. The first moment of the tracer distribution curve is 
the mean residence time. The second moment (the variance) can be related to the Peclet number, 
a dimensionless number giving the ratio of convective to dispersive forces. From these moments 
alone, flow conditions varying from plug flow to fully mixed flow can be described in a reactor. 
In the petroleum industry, it is the analysis of tracer flow through a porous medium that is of 
interest. If the injected water in a water flood traverses a volume only once in passing through 
the reservoir, then moment analysis can be used to define that volume. 
The mean of any distribution is given by its first moment. For the produced tracer 
distribution (produced tracer concentration vs. cumulative volume injected) at each well, the first 
moment of the distribution, is given by: 
∫
∫
∞
∞
=
0
0
)(
)(
dVVC
VdVVC
V         (2.1) 
Considering the discrete nature of production data, the integrals in Eq.2.1 can be approximated 
by the summation. Hence, the first moment of the distribution, representing the average injected 
volume is given by: 
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∑
∑
∞
∞
∆
∆
=
0
0
)(
)(
VVC
VVVC
V         (2.2) 
The limit of the summation in Eq. 2.2 above is shown to go to infinity. This would require 
carrying out the summation across the entire tracer profile. However, due to limitations in the 
detection capability and the need for profile interpretation before the arrival of entire tracer 
profile at the observation well, there often is a need to complete the distribution curves by 
extrapolation of collected data. 
To extrapolate data from a distribution curve, it is necessary to predict the path of the curve 
and be able to calculate the expected values to the end of the curve. This has two requirements: 
first to find a function that can reasonably be expected to describe the data path; second, that the 
function be bounded, i.e. the value to infinity is fixed and calculable. Both the error function and 
exponential functions have been seen to satisfy these requirements but the exponential function 
has been successful for this purpose. Experience shows that most field data, given enough time, 
will show an exponential decline. The moments of the response curve can then be obtained by 
dividing the data into two parts, one representing the data from zero to point Ve where it can be 
treated as exponential, and the second covering the extrapolation of the exponential part from Ve 
to infinity. Eq. 2.1 can then be re-written as: 
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
∞
∞
+
+
=
e
e
e
V
V
V
V
dVVCdVVC
VdVVCVdVVC
V
0
0
)()(
)()(
3        (2.3) 
Approximating the fit to the tail of the tracer curve by an exponential decline as proposed by 
Dean, with the exponential equation below; 
 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−= a
VV
e
e
eCC          (2.4) 
where the reciprocal of a is the slope of the line and Ce is the measured tracer concentration at 
the value of Ve for which the exponential fit starts. 
Substituting Eq.2.4 in the rightmost terms of both the numerator and denominator of Eq. 2.3 
and evaluating the integral gives Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. 
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Substituting Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 into 2.3, the expression for the first moment is given below. 
( )
∫
∫
+
++
=
e
e
V
e
V
ee
aCdVVC
VaaCVdVVC
V
0
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       (2.7) 
Representing this in a discrete form, Eq. 2.7 can be written as: 
( )
∑
∑
+∆
++∆
=
e
e
V
e
V
ee
aCVVC
VaaCVVVC
V
0
0
)(
)(
       (2.8) 
Eq. 2.8 is used in estimating of the average swept pore volume. 
 
2.1.1 Allocating injection volume to producers 
During tracer-tagged water injection into a reservoir, depending on the fluid migration 
pattern, wells draining the flood pattern produce different quantities of the injected tracer. The 
relative amount of produced water from these wells relates to the relative tracer production from 
the wells. The total amount of tracer, mip, produced at any given well, p, from injector I is given 
by the integral of the produced tracer concentration as a function of the produced water, 
∫ .)( dVVC ip  Since the distribution of tracer is equivalent to the distribution of the injected 
water, the fraction of injected water, f, can be expressed as: 
M
m
f ip=           (2.9) 
where, M represents the total amount of injected tracer. 
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2.1.2 Mass balance in waterflood tracers and swept volume calculations 
A major problem with waterflood tracers lies in the fact that not all injected tracer is 
recovered. This happens because not all the water injected will be confined within the planned 
flood pattern. Also, when there is excessive dilution of the tracers as they travel over long 
distances between the injection and production wells, the tracer concentrations at the producers 
are lower than the detection limit. Hence, though tracer is produced, no measurement is made 
and that quantity of tracer goes unaccounted for. 
Comparing the amount of recovered tracer to the total amount injected gives an indication of 
how much of the injected water escapes the flood pattern. 
The pore volume swept is given by Eq. 2.8 above. Since water moves in the reservoir in 
accordance with the gradients arising from the producing wells (pressure sinks) and injection 
wells (pressure sources) distributed through the reservoir, the volume swept by the injected water 
is a response to these forces. The fraction of this swept volume that can be attributed to a given 
production well is reduced by the fraction of the total injected water that arrives there (Eq. 2.9). 
The Equation for the net swept volume for well i is therefore given by: 
 s
i
i
ssi V
M
m
VfV ==         (2.10) 
Combining Eqs 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, the net volume swept by well i is can be written as: 
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  (2.11) 
The subscripts pro and inj indicate that the terms in parenthesis are to be estimated from plots of 
concentration versus cumulative produced water and cumulative injected water respectively. 
The derivations above assume that the pattern obtained by connecting the nearest producers 
surrounding each injector with lines will define the flow between injectors and producers. This is 
often not the case; the actual flow may bypass some wells in the pattern as mentioned above. 
Swept volume estimates using Eq. 2.11 is still valid even if the pattern turns out to be different 
from expectations. 
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2.1.3 Applying MOM to partitioning tracers 
Himmelblau and Bischoff showed that for a single-phase non-reactive flow in a packed bed, 
the pore volume is given by the dimensionless mean residence time calculated from the tracer 
response curve resulting from the imposition of an idealized instantaneous tracer pulse (the Dirac 
delta function) into the vessel entrance stream. The dimensionless mean residence time is given 
by: 
 
∫
∫
∞
∞
=
0
0
)(
)(
DDD
DDDD
D
dttC
dttCt
t         (2.12) 
where, 
p
t
D V
qdt
t
∫
= 0  and 
initialinjected
initial
D CC
CCC −
−=  with q representing volumetric flow rate and Vp, 
pore volume. 
The dimensionless mean residence time in Eq. 2.12 above represents the first moment of a 
concentration versus dimensionless time plot. 
A corrected mean residence time *
D
t  was defined assuming a constant input tracer 
concentration with a dimensionless duration time of DSt . The corrected mean residence time is 
then expressed as: 
 
2
* DSttt
DD
−=          (2.13) 
Considering a permeable medium flowing Np phases, the overall flux Fi, and total fluid phase 
concentration Ci of component i are 
 ∑
=
=
Np
j
ijji CfF
1
         (2.14) 
 ∑
=
=
Np
j
ijji CSC
1
         (2.15) 
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where Cij is the concentration of component i in phase j ,fj, the fractional flow of phase j, and Sj 
the saturation of phase j. Lake8 defined the residence time for component i, as the inverse of the 
specific concentration velocity for component i. This is expressed as 
 i
kjkj
i
kjkj
i
i
Kff
KSS
F
Ct
Di +
+==*        (2.16) 
where ikjK  is the partitioning coefficient of tracer i defined as the ratio of the concentration of 
tracer i in phase k to that in phase j. Eq. 2.16 is the basis for the estimation of saturation for two 
phases using partitioning tracers. 
Consider a three-dimensional permeable medium containing oil or non-aqueous phase liquid 
at an average residual saturation SN, and through which water is flowing at a constant rate q. At 
time zero, a second water stream containing two nonabsorbent tracers are introduced at the 
injection well or wells with a duration time of ts. Tracers 1 and 2 have partitioning coefficients of 
1
,WNK  and
2
,WNK , respectively. 
Applying Eq. 2.16 to Tracers 1 and 2 gives 
 1 ,
*
1 WNNw
KSSt
D
+=         (2.17) 
 2 ,
*
1 WNNw
KSSt
D
+=        (2.18) 
Including the saturation constraint 
 1=+ Nw SS          (2.19) 
The tracer swept pore volume is implicitly included in *
D
t . 
 **
2
2
1
1
DD
t
tq
t
tqVp ==         (2.20) 
where 
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where tf is the tracer test cutoff time.  
Solving Eq. 2.17 through 2.22, the average oil saturation is given as 
 
2
1
,1
2
,
12
)1()1( tKtK
ttS
WNWN
N −−−
−=       (2.23) 
The swept pore volume can then be obtained as 
 
)1(1)1(1 2 ,
2
1
,
1
WNNWNN
P KS
tq
KS
tqV −−=−−=      (2.24) 
And the volume of oil detected is 
 
)(
)(
1
,
2
,
12
WNWN
PNN KK
ttqVSV −
−==        (2.25) 
In an interwell partitioning tracer test, both a conservative (zero partitioning coefficients) and a 
partitioning tracer are injected at the injection well. Hence, Eqs. 2.23 and 2.25 can be simplified 
to  
 
pnWN
np
N ttK
tt
S +−
−=
)1( ,
       (2.26) 
and 
 
WN
np
N K
ttq
V
,
)( −=         (2.27) 
where WNK , is the partitioning coefficient of the partitioning tracer, and nt  and pt , the first 
temporal moments of the conservative and partitioning tracers respectively. 
If the analysis is made in terms of a plot of concentration versus cumulative volume of 
produced fluid, the equivalents of Eq.2.26 and 2.27 are 
 
pnWN
np
N VVK
VV
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−=
)1( ,
       (2.28) 
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,
−=          (2.29) 
where ,pV  and ,nV  are obtained as the first moments of a plot of concentration versus 
cumulative produced volume for the partitioning and conservative tracers respectively. 
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CHAPTER III 
3 MOMENT ANALYSIS ON RANGER FIELD 
 
3.1 Description of data set 
 
A multi-well multi-tracer interwell tracer injection study was carried out in McCleskey 
sandstone of the Ranger field, Texas.  The first description of this data set was offered by  
Lichtenberger.11  The dataset was also described later by Allison et al.9 in the paper based on 
Allison’s work that can also be found in his M.S thesis.10  We used these references as the main 
sources of data in our work  
The 320-acre area of interest includes 13 producing and 4 injection wells, injecting 7 
different tracers.  The seven tracers injected included 5 conservative tracers consisting of four 
decaying (tritium, Cobalt-57, Cobalt-58, Cobalt-60) and one chemical tracer (sodium 
thiocyanate, NaSCN) and two partitioning tracers (tertiary butyl alcohol, TBA, and Isopropyl 
alcohol IPA).  
All tracers were injected in small slugs on the same day except for TBA, which was injected 
in a small slug twenty days later than the others.  Tracer sampling continued for 826 days after 
injection of the first set of tracers. Tracer injection pattern is shown in Fig. 3.1 below. Injection 
locations and the amounts of each tracer injected are given in Table 3.1. The partitioning 
coefficients defined as the ratio of tracer concentration in oil phase to that in water phase, of 
TBA and IPA are 0.2 and 0.04 respectively. 
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Table 3.1 – Tracer injection summary. 
 
Tracer Well Amount Half-life 
tritium 38 10 Ci 4475 days 
NaSCN 38 5655 lbs - 
IPA 38 880 gals - 
TBA 38 880 gals - 
Co-57 41 30 mCi 270 days 
Co-58 45 100 mCi 71 days 
Co-60 42 30 mCi 1920 days 
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Fig. 3.1 – Tracer injection pattern. 
 
3.1.1 Well production and injection rates 
We averaged well production and injection rates over the life of the project for our MOM 
analysis.  These average rates were calculated on the basis of the well data presented by 
Lichtenberger11, Allison et al.9, and Allison.13 The average production and injection rates for all 
wells are summarized in Table 3.2. The actual well data on which we based our averages are 
presented in Table 3.3. Locations of production and injection wells are shown in Fig. 3.1. 
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Table 3.2 – Average production and injection rates. 
Production Wells Production Rate (bbl/day) 
16 17 
19 16 
35 17 
37 403 
39 424 
40 25 
43 454 
44 142 
51 36 
52 10 
56 77 
Production Wells Production Rate (bbl/day) 
57 42 
60 20 
Injection wells Injection Rate (bbl/day) 
38 839 
41 587 
42 168 
45 84 
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Table 3.3 – Actual well production and injection rates. 
Wells Time, days 
 0-100 101-200 201-300 301-400 401-500 501-600 601-700 701-826
Production wells Production rate, bbl/day 
16 7 7 20 20 20 20 20 20 
19 4 4 14 14 16 56 24 0 
35 0 0 0 35 28 40 35 0 
37 156 210 236 310 410 448 560 792 
39 305 300 350 318 343 423 540 735 
40 4 8 60 56 80 0 0 0 
43 195 226 211 251 340 426 844 1002 
44 89 89 139 139 139 178 178 178 
51 14 14 43 43 43 43 43 43 
52 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
56 31 36 49 66 75 79 95 164 
57 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 
60 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
Injection wells Injection rate, bbl/day 
38 439 483 597 662 783 893 1176 1503 
41 307 338 418 463 548 625 823 1052 
42 88 97 119 132 157 179 235 301 
45 44 48 60 66 78 89 118 150 
 
3.2 Swept pore volume computation using MOM 
 
In making estimates of the net swept volumes and saturations, the tracers used were tritium, 
sodium thiocyanate (NaSCN), and tertiary butyl alcohol (TBA). Due to low recovery of Cobalt 
and Isopropyl alcohol (IPA), we deemed it unreliable to base any analysis on them. tritium and 
NaSCN are both conservative tracers and as such are used for swept volume calculations. TBA is 
a partitioning tracer that allows for saturation estimates. 
Working with average production and injection rates as shown in Table 3.3, Eq. 2.11 can be 
further reduced to a more compact form in which only the plot of concentration versus time is 
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used to obtain the first temporal moment. Multiplying the first temporal moment by the injection 
or production rate then yields average injected or produced volume respectively. The net swept 
volume is obtained by taking into account the relative distribution of injected water as discussed 
in Chapter II. 
( ) ⎭⎬
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qq
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where A is a conversion factor obtained on normalization calculations, qp, and qinj represent 
average production and injection rates respectively.  
The normalization calculations are shown in Table 3.4. 
 
Table 3.4 – Summary of normalization calculations. 
Parameter tritium NaSCN TBA 
Slug Size 20 days 
Slug Size 10 Ci 5655 Ibs 880 gals 
Injection Rate 840 bbl/day 
Observed Units pC/mL ppm ppm 
Normalization 
Concentration 
3744 pC/mL 960 ppm 960 ppm 
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3.2.1 Net swept volume computation using tritium 
To estimate the first temporal moment, a semi-log plot of concentration versus time (Fig. 3.2 
and Table 3.5) is made in order to model the exponential decline described in Chapter II as a 
straight line. This facilitates the evaluation of the constant a in the derivation above. 
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Fig. 3.2 – Semi-log plot of observed tritium concentration versus time for Well 19. 
 
Constant a is evaluated at the point of data extrapolation from the equation 
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b
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The first temporal moment is then estimated as 
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To estimate the amount of tritium produced at Well 19, we use  
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where K , is given in the normalization table (Table 3.4). The fraction of tritium produced in 
Well 19 is obtained by dividing produced tritium by the total amount injected (10Ci). Hence,  
 20.00089167==
M
mf  
The net swept volume is then given by  
 bbldaystdaybblqfV injs 425)(*)/(* ==  
 
Table 3.5 – Swept pore volume calculation (Well 19) using tritium. 
Time  
(days) 
Concentration 
(ppm) 
C*Time 
(ppm-day) 
Delt, ∆t 
(days) 
C*Time* ∆t 
(ppm-day2) 
C*Delt(∆t) 
(ppm-day) 
308 0 0 308 0 0
342 0 0 34 0 0
370 0 0 28 0 0
413 0.00035 0.144426 413 59.64798 0.144426
420 0.00021 0.088116 7 0.616812 0.001469
426 0.00035 0.148972 6 0.893833 0.002098
434 0.00042 0.182106 8 1.456851 0.003357
441 0.00042 0.185044 7 1.295305 0.002937
448 0.000559 0.250611 7 1.754278 0.003916
454 0.00042 0.190498 6 1.14299 0.002518
476 0.001608 0.765408 22 16.83898 0.035376
504 0.003427 1.727208 28 48.36182 0.095956
532 0.003427 1.823164 28 51.04859 0.095956
560 0.005315 2.9764 28 83.3392 0.14882
644=t 0.003217=C 2.071748 84 174.0268 0.270228
672=tb 0.001748=Cb 1.174656 28 32.89037 0.048944
700 0     473.3138 0.856
 
3.3 Estimating average oil saturation using MOM 
 
The estimation of oil saturation using tracers relies on the retardation of partitioning tracers 
on contacting oil in their migration path. This results in a time shift between the elution profiles 
of the conservative and partitioning tracers. As discussed in Chapter II, it is the difference in the 
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first temporal moments of the conservative and the partitioning tracers that facilitates saturation 
estimation. 
As shown in Chapter II, to estimate saturation, we use the equations below: 
r
o tk
S ∆+= /1
1
        (3.8) 
where, 
n
np
r t
ttt −=∆          (3.9) 
The subscripts p, and n represent partitioning and non-partitioning tracers respectively. 
 
3.3.1 Estimating average oil saturation using tritium and TBA 
The estimate of average oil saturation requires only knowledge of the first temporal 
moments of the elution profiles of both the conservative and partitioning tracers as well as the 
partitioning coefficient of the partitioning tracers. The observation data for the partitioning and 
conservative tracers are given in tables 3.6 and 3.7 respectively, while the elution profiles are 
shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. 
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Fig. 3.3 – Semi-log plot of observed tritium concentration versus time for Well 37. 
 
Table 3.6 – First temporal moment calculation (Well 37) using tritium. 
Time Conc C*t Delt. C.t.Delt C*Delt 
120 0 0 120 0 0 
126 0.0006993 0.088111804 126 11.10208728 0.088111804 
133 0.001678 0.223174 7 1.562218 0.011746 
146 0.004965 0.724889985 13 9.42356981 0.064544999 
154 0.007552 1.163008031 8 9.304064246 0.060416002 
161 0.009301 1.497461048 7 10.48222734 0.065107002 
168 0.01196 2.00928 7 14.06496 0.08372 
174 0.01154 2.00796 6 12.04776 0.06924 
182 0.01329 2.41878 8 19.35024 0.10632 
189 0.01427 2.69703 7 18.87921 0.09989 
196 0.01643 3.22028 7 22.54196 0.11501 
202 0.01441 2.91082 6 17.46492 0.08646 
210 0.01455 3.0555 8 24.444 0.1164 
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Table 3.6 continued 
Time Conc C*t Delt. C.t.Delt C*Delt 
217 0.01455 3.15735 7 22.10145 0.10185 
224 0.01392 3.11808 7 21.82656 0.09744 
252 0.01322 3.33144 28 93.28032 0.37016 
280 0.01154 3.2312 28 90.4736 0.32312 
308 0.008951 2.756907969 28 77.19342314 0.250627997 
322 0.008322 2.679683871 14 37.5155742 0.116507994 
342 0.007483 2.559185966 20 51.18371932 0.149659998 
370 0.005944 2.199280037 28 61.57984104 0.166432003 
420 0.004056 1.703520084 50 85.1760042 0.20280001 
448 0.003427 1.535296 28 42.988288 0.095956 
476 0.003147 1.497972 28 41.943216 0.088116 
504 0.002517 1.26856805 28 35.51990541 0.070476003 
532 0.002587 1.376283947 28 38.53595051 0.072435997 
560 0.002517 1.409520056 28 39.46656157 0.070476003 
644 0.001189 0.765716 84 64.320144 0.099876 
    973.771774 3.242899811 
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where a is evaluated as shown previously from the exponential approximation. 
Similar calculation for TBA elution profile in the same well (Fig. 3.4) gives 
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Hence, with a TBA partitioning coefficient of 0.2, substitution into Eq. 3.8 gives 
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Fig. 3.4 – Semi-log plot of observed TBA concentration versus time for Well 37. 
 
Table 3.7 – First temporal moment calculation (Well 37) using TBA. 
Time Conc C*t Delt. C.t.Delt C*Delt 
126 0 0    
134 0 0    
141 0 0    
148 0.000288311 0.042670086 148 6.315172662 0.042670086 
154 0.001729871 0.266400075 6 1.598400453 0.010379224 
162 0.002883117 0.467065007 8 3.73652006 0.023064939 
169 0.004612987 0.779594776 7 5.457163432 0.032290908 
176 0.006342858 1.116342932 7 7.814400527 0.044400003 
182 0.008072727 1.469236288 6 8.81541773 0.048436361 
190 0.008937662 1.69815577 8 13.58524616 0.071501296 
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Table 3.7 Continued 
Time Conc C*t Delt. C.t.Delt C*Delt 
197 0.010090909 1.987909027 7 13.91536319 0.070636361 
204 0.011244156 2.293807763 7 16.05665434 0.07870909 
210 0.011532467 2.421818091 6 14.53090855 0.069194803 
218 0.012397402 2.702633725 8 21.6210698 0.099179219 
225 0.012685714 2.854285607 7 19.97999925 0.088799997 
428 0.005766234 2.467948007 203 500.9934454 1.170545433 
434 0.004901298 2.12716334 6 12.76298004 0.029407788 
442 0.004612987 2.038940183 8 16.31152147 0.036903895 
449 0.003171429 1.42397155 7 9.967800847 0.022200002 
456 0.003748051 1.709111447 7 11.96378013 0.02623636 
462 0.003171429 1.465200125 6 8.791200747 0.019028573 
470 0.003748051 1.761584167 8 14.09267334 0.029984411 
477 0.002594805 1.237721899 7 8.664053294 0.018163634 
484 0.002594805 1.255885533 7 8.79119873 0.018163634 
490 0.002883117 1.412727492 6 8.47636495 0.017298704 
    734.2413351 2.067194719 
 
 
3.4 Results of MOM on Ranger field 
 
The average swept pore volume, and saturation calculations were performed on four wells 
(19, 37, 39, and 40) in the area of interest using tritium, NaSCN, and TBA. These are detailed in 
the appendices A and B. The summary of the method of moments on these wells are shown in 
Table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8 – Results of MOM calculations on Ranger. 
tritium Well 19 Well 37 Well 39 Well 40 
f (Fraction of tracer produced 0.0009 0.08 0.43 0.007 
Net Swept Volume (bbls) 424 22800 120322 1130 
Break Through* (days) 380 100 100 85 
sodium thiocyanate(NaSCN) Well 19 Well 37 Well 39 Well 40 
f(Fraction of tracer produced) 0.006 0.41 0.18 0.04 
Net Swept Volume (bbls) 3058 109700 55903 7258 
Break Through* (days) 420 95 150 65 
TBA and tritium 
Average Oil Saturation - 0.436 0.541 - 
TBA and NaSCN 
Average Oil Saturation - 0.491 0.388 - 
* Extrapolated estimates. 
 
3.5 Discussion of MOM results 
 
The chromatography delay in the tritium elution due to tritium exchange with immobile 
hydrogen as suggested by Lichtenberger11 undermines the reliability of interpretations based on 
tritium data.  Hence, in this research, whenever there is an inconsistency in the interpretation as 
given by tritium (HTO) data as compared with sodium thiocyanite (NaSCN), we have chosen to 
rather base analyses on NaSCN data. 
Starting with the analyses of the conservative tracers, Table 3.8 shows a consistency in the 
fraction of tracers produced from Well-19 for both NaSCN and HTO. Also, both tracers indicate 
that the estimated breakthrough for Well-19 is the longest. Considering the spacing of wells (Fig. 
3.1), this is evident of a non-preferential fluid migration in the north-west direction.  This 
presumption is further buttressed by the estimated net swept volume being consistently the 
smallest for both HTO and NaSCN in Well-19. 
The table also shows an agreement between HTO and NaSCN in analysis of tracer 
production at Well 40. This well records the shortest tracer breakthrough time of all the wells. 
However, it is worth nothing that next to Well-19, the average net swept volume estimates from 
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tracer data in Well-40 is the smallest. Mindful of the spacing between the injector (Well-38) and 
producers (Well-40, and Well-39), an early tracer breakthrough with little swept volume is 
suggestive of high permeability streaks and small pore volume between the injector and Well-40  
with a uniform porosity distribution across the field, the small pore-volume could be attributed to 
low Net-to-gross ratio (NTG) in this region. 
A qualitative analysis of the region between the injector and Wells 39, and 37 poses a 
challenge as the HTO data for the wells are inconsistent with the NaSCN data. Since the 
reliability of HTO data is questionable, we base our analyses on NaSCN. 
Results from the analyses on NaSCN indicate that Well-37 produced the largest amount of the 
tracer. Also, data shows that an earlier breakthrough occurs in Well-37 than Well-39. It would 
appear that there is a higher permeability trend in the region between the injector and Well-37 
than that between the injector and Well-39 considering the larger spacing of Well-37 from the 
injector. The relatively quick breakthrough in Well-39 and associated large net swept volume 
estimate in this direction implies that not only a large permeability trend in this region but also, 
with a uniform porosity distribution across the reservoir, a high NTG ratio is expected in this 
region. 
Average saturation estimates obtained by combining partitioning and conservative tracers 
are also given in Table 3.8. The higher partitioning coefficient of TBA over IPA and hence, 
greater sensitivity to saturation is the reason for its use in saturation estimation. 
The table indicates that higher average oil saturation exists in the fluid migration path from the 
injector to Well-37 than the path from the injector to Well-39. The value of this information 
cannot be over stated as this presents us with the area of interest in an enhanced oil recovery 
project. 
In summary, from the MOM calculations and ensuing analyses, we can qualitatively assess 
the area within the flood pattern. Assuming uniform porosity distribution, the deductions listed 
below can be made: 
• Low permeability trend in the North –West direction 
• Highest permeability trend and low NTG in the South-East direction 
• High permeability and high NTG in the region south of the injector 
• High oil saturations south of the injector. 
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CHAPTER IV 
4 FUNDAMENTALS OF STREAMLINE BASED INVERSION 
APPROACH TO RESERVOIR CHARACTERIZATION USING PITT 
 
4.1 Two-step inversion of partitioning interwell tracer tests (PITT) 
 
A schematic of a typical PITT response data is shown in Fig. 4.1. The approach to 
determining in-situ oil saturation from PITT data follows a two-step procedure.  First inversion 
is done on the conservative tracer response to infer spatial distribution of permeability in the 
subsurface.  Next, using this permeability distribution, the partitioning tracer response is inverted 
to determine the spatial distribution of remaining oil.  With this saturation distribution, a check is 
made on the match of the conservative tracer, and if the match is unsatisfactory, a permeability 
inversion is again performed and this iterative procedure is followed until a satisfactory match on 
both tracers is obtained. In most cases, the first iteration will give sufficiently good results that 
can be improved upon only slightly with additional iterations. The streamline-based approach 
facilitates the two-step procedure because sensitivities of tracer response with respect to both 
permeability and saturation can be computed in a single simulation run. 
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Fig. 4.1 – A schematic of typical PITT responses (Illiasov et al.2). 
 
4.2 Summary of streamline-based inversion method 
 
The streamline-based approach to production data integration, PITT data in particular, using 
streamline models follows the procedure outlined by Vasco et al.6, Yoon et al.7 and most recently 
by Yoon.12  Briefly, it involves the following major steps. 
4.2.1 Analytic computation of sensitivity 
Illasov et al.2 derived an expression for sensitivity of time of flight to reservoir properties 
including permeability, porosity, and water saturation. The time of flight sensitivities can then be 
easily translated to tracer concentration sensitivities. The sensitivity computation involves 
simply evaluating one-dimensional integrals along streamlines and requires a single forward 
model run. 
4.2.2 Generalized travel-time inversion 
The approach to production data integration follows the concept of seismic travel time 
tomography and involves iterative linearization of the time of flight expression about a known 
initial model based on static data. Integration of production data involves a minimization of a 
least squares functional representing the difference between the observed data and the calculated 
response from a simulator. Production data misfit is represented by a generalized travel-time at 
each producing well. The generalized travel-time is computed by systematically shifting the 
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computed production response towards the observed data until the cross-correlation between the 
two is maximized. This concept is shown graphically in Fig. 4.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.2 – Concept of generalized travel time. Data shift (top), optimal cross-correlation 
(bottom). 
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Production data misfit is most commonly represented as follows 
 ( )2
1 1
)()( tiytiywJ obsj
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j
N
j
N
i
ijp
w dj −= ∑∑
= =
      (4.1) 
for i = 1, …., Ndj, j = 1, …, NW. 
 
In Eq. 4.1, yj(ti) denotes the production data for well j at time ti, NW and Ndj stand for the 
number of production  wells and the number of observed data at each well, respectively and Wij 
represents the data weights. 
By defining a generalized travel-time, a match of the profile amplitudes is effectively 
achieved while most of the benefits of a ‘travel-time’ inversion are preserved. The approach 
entails determining, for each well, an optimal time-shift that minimizes the production data 
misfit at that well. The calculated response is systematically shifted in small time increments 
towards the observed response, and the data misfit is computed for each time increment. For a 
well j, the optimal shift will be given by the jt∆  that minimizes the misfit function Eq. (4.2), 
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or, alternatively maximizes the coefficient of determination given by  
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A detailed derivation of the sensitivity of the time-shift with respect to reservoir parameters 
is shown in Appendix C. 
 
4.2.3 Model assessment 
Using techniques from geophysical inverse theory, we can quantify resolution and 
uncertainty associated with the permeability and saturation estimates obtained through inversion 
of the PITT data.  This quantification requires computing model parameter resolution and 
covariance matrix as discussed by Datta-Gupta et al.36 
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4.3 Construction of inversion model 
 
The primary objective of the inverse modeling is to find properties of the reservoir system 
that would minimize the differences between observed responses and the model’s predictions. 
Mathematically, this can be expressed as 
2][min mgd
m
−  (4.4) 
where d is the data vector with N observations (observed tracer responses), g is the forward 
model (simulated tracer responses), m is the vector of M parameters (permeability and saturation 
for each gridblock in the model). Because of the nonlinearity between data and model 
parameters, we resort to an iterative minimization procedure. For example, at the k–th iteration 
step we obtain the following using a first order Taylor series expansion of g[m] around mk,  
mGmgmg δ+= ][][ k  (4.5) 
where δm is the parameter perturbation at k–th step and G is the sensitivity matrix with 
sensitivity coefficient entries defined by 
kmm
mgG ∂
∂= ][  (4.6) 
The residual (data misfit) vector ε at the k–th iteration step will be given by 
][ kmgdε −=  (4.7) 
We can solve this linear system for δm at each step by minimizing the linear least squares  
2
1 1
2 ∑ ∑
= = ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=−= N
i
M
j
jiji mGJ δεδmGε  (4.8) 
and update our parameter vector with  
mmm δ+= k  (4.9) 
In field situations, very often we have a large number of unknown parameters and limited 
measurements.  Thus, the inverse problem tends to be ill-posed.14 Solutions of such ill-posed 
problems suffer from non-uniqueness and instability. To circumvent the problem, we augment 
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the linear system of Eq. 4.4 by incorporating additional penalty terms, called the regularization. 
Two common approaches are to include model norm and model roughness constraints.  
The regularized inverse problem entails solution of the following augmented objective 
function minimization. 
22
2
22
1
2 mLmmGε δγδγδ ++−=J  (4.10) 
where the respective terms are the data misfit, model norm constraint, and model roughness 
constraint and γ’s are the weighting factors for the model norm and roughness terms.  The 
minimization of Eq. 4.10 is equivalent to solving the following augmented linear system in a 
least square sense, 
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where, I is the identity matrix and L, a spatial difference operator of the form; 
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for example the second spatial derivative of parameters measuring the model roughness.  An 
iterative sparse matrix solver, LSQR15 is used for solving this augmented linear system 
efficiently. 
The norm constraint regulates how much the post-inversion model may differ from the initial 
model.  By assigning a higher weighting factor to the norm constraint, we force the inversion to 
find the best match possible with a model that is not significantly different from the original 
model.  We would do this if we were confident in the initial model and did not want the 
inversion to change it significantly.  If, on the contrary, we think that the initial model is not very 
good and we can change it considerably, we relax the norm constraint by applying a lower 
weighting factor.  This would allow the model to make larger departures from the initial model 
to better match the observed data.  
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The roughness constraint limits spatial roughness of the post-inversion parameter field or, in 
other words, limits by how much the neighboring parameter values differ from each other.  
Physically, this constraint accounts for the fact that production data is an integrated response and 
is best suited to resolve large-scale trends rather than small-scale fluctuations.  Thus, by varying 
the weighting factor associated with the roughness constraint, we control to what degree we 
allow the inversion to make small-scale changes to the parameter field. 
Overall, selection of the weighting factors is largely a trade-off between how well we want 
to match the observed data and by how much we allow the model to depart from the initial 
parameter field. If we already have a good initial model, we would start with relatively large 
weighting factors. However, with these weights, we may not be able to achieve a satisfactory 
match of the observed data.  We then can either accept the match for the given deviation from 
the initial model or can continuously relax the constraints to allow the inversion to make larger 
and smaller-scale changes to the initial model.  In most cases, achieving the best match of the 
observed data with the minimum changes to the initial model is our goal.  Thus, usually, we 
would want to have the highest weights associated with each of the constraints that would still 
result in an acceptable match of the observed data.  
 
4.4 Fundamentals of streamline simulation for obtaining analytical sensitivities 
 
In this research, we used a finite difference simulator as the forward model and obtained 
sensitivities computed analytically along streamlines for the inversion phase for computational 
efficiency. The basis of computation of sensitivities along streamlines is highlighted below. 
 
4.4.1 Streamline simulation fundamentals 
The governing equation for fluid flow in porous media is based on the fundamental laws of 
physics. Conventional reservoir simulators solve the differential governing equation that is based 
on the following three equations: 1) Continuity Equation (Conservation of Mass), 2) Darcy 
Equation: empirical solution of Equation of Motion (Conservation of Momentum), and 3) 
Equation of State. Streamline simulators share the same basis. However, for incompressible flow 
movement, as often assumed in conventional streamline simulators, the EOS does not play any 
role. Although we can easily generalize our mathematical expressions into three-phase 
compressible fluid flow and gravity dominated flow, we will keep our interests in the case of 
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two-phase incompressible flow with no gravity effect for simplicity. There are four major steps 
in streamline simulation. 
Step 1: Solving for pressure  
Given petrophysical properties and boundary conditions, assuming steady state, pressure field is 
computed on physical grid like the way the FDM simulator does. 
Step 2: Streamline tracing and time of flight computation 
Based on the pressure field, velocity field is generated and streamline is traced.  Then particle 
traveltime along streamline is computed.  Using calculated travel time, we perform a coordinate 
transformation from 3D spatial coordinate into 1D traveltime coordinate along streamline, also 
referred to as ‘time of flight’ coordinate.  
Step 3: Saturation advancing along streamlines 
Taking advantage of the properties of the 1D traveltime coordinate system, fluid saturation is 
advanced along the streamlines by solving the 1D saturation equation analytically or 
numerically.  Finally the saturation along streamlines are mapped back into the 3D spatial 
coordinate system onto the underlying grid. 
Step 4: Pressure updating 
Occasional pressure updating is necessary to take into account of total mobility changes due to 
saturation changes over times or well condition changes. For this updated pressure field, the 
streamlines are retraced and saturation is computed again. 
These steps represent the streamline approach to simulation. For the robustness and 
generality, we have substituted the forward modeling aspect with conventional Finite Difference 
simulation. Hence, the approach in this research as detailed in chapter 5 eliminates steps 1 and 3. 
 
4.4.2 Convective tracer transport 
Because tracers are often injected as a finite slug in small quantities, avoiding numerical 
dispersion in tracer transport modeling is a major concern. Utilizing streamline method in solute 
transport modeling is particularly useful because of its dispersion free simulation characteristic. 
For a solute transport, the convection-diffusion equation is given as 
),()],()([),( tCtC
t
tC xvxxDx ∇⋅−∇⋅⋅∇=∂
∂φ  (4.12) 
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where C is the tracer concentration and D is the dispersion coefficient. If we assume convective 
transport only due to heterogeneous flow geometry, the neutral tracer transport equation 
becomes 
0),(),( =∇⋅+∂
∂ tC
t
tC xvxφ  (4.13) 
Neglecting dispersion effects is tolerable assumption for the field-scale solute transports, 
because the macroscopic mixing is mainly attributed to the convective velocity variations from 
the subsurface heterogeneity. Applying coordinate transformation to time of flight, equation 
describing the transport of a neutral tracer in a heterogeneous permeable medium, Eq. 4.13, can 
be written in the time of flight coordinates as follows  
0),(),( =∂
∂+∂
∂
τ
ττ tC
t
tC
 (4.14) 
For a unit impulse concentration source at (τ, t) = (0, 0), the solution to the above equation or the 
impulse response is given by 
))((),( xx τδ −= ttC  (4.15) 
where δ is the Dirac delta function. For an input with temporal variation C0(t) at injection well, 
the observed concentration at producer can be obtained by convolution of the input and the 
impulse response as 
)()( 0 τ−= tCtC  (4.16) 
The overall concentration response at the producer will be given by summing over the 
responses from all the streamlines reaching the producing well. The tracer response at a producer 
is obtained by integrating the contributions of individual streamlines 
∫ −=
ψ
ψτ
all
dtCtC )()( 0  (4.17) 
Crane and Blunt16 provides recent review of the convective as well as reactive solute 
transport modeling using streamline models. 
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4.4.3 Computation of sensitivity of tracer response to reservoir parameters 
Sensitivity calculations constitute a critical aspect of inverse modeling. By sensitivity, we 
mean the partial derivative of the production response with respect to model parameters such as 
permeability, porosity and saturation. Although several methods are available for computing 
sensitivities, for example, numerical perturbation method, direct method, or adjoint state method, 
these are limited by their computational costs and complex implementations. The streamline-
based analytic sensitivity computation approach is extremely efficient and requires only a single 
simulation run.  
For incompressible waterflooding in nondeformable media and given constant well 
conditions, change of pressure profile (and consequently of streamline trajectory) is mainly due 
to total mobility change via saturation change. However, the total mobility stays more or less 
constant for most of the moderate to unfavorable mobility ratio waterflooding, making stationary 
streamline assumption quite tolerable. Yoon12 presented a synthetic waterflooding example for 
the end point mobility ratio of 1.43 that verified the assumption above.  He demonstrated that a 
saturation solution with one pressure solving was nearly identical to the saturation from the 
numerical solution with 10 pressure solving.  No significant difference among the saturation 
profiles indicates that single pressure update at the beginning of simulation and stationary 
streamlines thereafter would be a valid assumption.  
It is possible to analytically derive a relationship between perturbations in reservoir 
properties, such as permeability, porosity or saturation, and changes in dynamic data such as 
water-cut and tracer response under the stationary streamline assumption. The relationship can 
be framed entirely in terms of quantities computed by a streamline simulator. Then sensitivities 
of the production response with respect to reservoir parameters are formulated along streamlines. 
As described earlier, streamline method decouples flow and transport by a coordinate 
transformation from the physical space to one following flow directions - the tracer time of flight 
along streamlines. The time of flight can be defined as 
∫=
ψ
τ drs )(x  (4.18) 
where the integral is along the streamline trajectory, ψ, r is measured along streamlines, and 
)(xs is the ‘slowness’, defined as a reciprocal of magnitude of interstitial velocity v adjusted for 
partitioning properties of the tracer, is given by 
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where Ko is the partitioning coefficient of tracer defined as the ratio of tracer concentration in oil 
phase to that in water phase.  Introducing the Darcy equation, the slowness becomes 
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Because )(xs is a composite function involving reservoir properties, its first order variation will 
be given by 
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Note that for unit partitioning coefficient, the tracer response will be insensitive to saturation 
changes as one might expect.  Also, in the above expressions, we have ignored pressure changes 
resulting from small variations in permeability and assumed that the end point water relative 
permeability varies little with saturation change near residual oil saturation (Yoon12).  Under 
these assumptions, since streamline trajectory is a function of pressure, it is natural to assume 
that streamlines do not shift as a result of small perturbation in permeability or saturation. Now it 
is possible to relate the change in traveltime δτ to the change in slowness: 
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Under the stationary streamline assumption, streamline tracer traveltime sensitivity along a 
single streamline ψ at a producer with respect to permeability, porosity, and saturation at 
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particular grid block containing x is given by integrating Eq. 4.24 from the inlet to the outlet of 
streamline within the grid block: 
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 (4.24) 
Note that the slowness in the grid block of interest is known from pressure solution and the 
integration can be carried out while tracing streamlines. The traveltime sensitivity can then be 
obtained by integrating the streamline sensitivities over all streamlines contributing a producer 
from a single streamline simulation. 
For an injected concentration history )(0 tC , the corresponding tracer concentration response 
at the producer along with single streamline can be written as 
))(()( 0 drstCtC ∫−=
ψ
x  (4.25) 
Consider a small perturbation in reservoir properties about an initial reservoir model, δm. The 
resulting changes in slowness and tracer concentrations can be written as 
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 (4.26) 
where s0 and C0 are initial slowness distribution in the reservoir and the associated tracer 
response, respectively. 
If we assume that streamlines do not shift as a result of small perturbations in medium 
properties, then the change in concentration response at the producing well can be derived based 
on a Taylor series expansion35 
∫−′−=
ψ
δτδ drstCtC )()(),( 0 xx  (4.27) 
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Tracer travel time and concentration sensitivities with respect to permeability, porosity, and 
water saturation can be obtained by integrating Eq. 4.27 over all streamlines contributing to a 
producer.  
Also, we can see that the above expressions for sensitivity of tracer concentration and water 
cut response only involve quantities that are readily available once we generate the velocity field 
and define the streamline trajectories in a streamline simulator. Thus, in a single forward run of a 
streamline simulator we may derive all the sensitivity coefficients required to solve the inverse 
problem. 
The estimated change in δC due to a perturbation in reservoir properties, δm, is used in 
construction of sensitivity matrix, G, for minimization of the objective function  
 
4.4.4 Accounting for mobile oil saturations 
The general form of Eq. 4.12 for an ideal water flood tracer is given by  
( )( ) ( )( ) )(... tMQCFKFu
t
CSKS
Ioow
oow δφ =+∇+∂
+∂
    (4.28) 
The source term represents a spike of tracer of total mass or activity M, injected into the 
reservoir over a very short time interval. (For a finite tracer slug, “t=0” corresponds to the time at 
which half the tracer has been injected. The delta function approximation is an excellent one at 
the field scale. Only the nearest and quickest of field tracer response curves have sufficiently 
small dispersion to resolve the width of the original spike). The velocity u is the total of the two 
phases, and is used to define the time of flight,  
 φτ =∇.u          (4.29) 
Expanding from conservation form and utilizing the time of flight gives 
 ( ) )( oowoow FKFCSKS ++∂
∂+ τ       (4.30) 
In essence, compared to the total two phase flow, the tracer moves with a retardation factor of 
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+
+
         (4.31) 
The dependence of the retardation factor on fractional flow indicates that when both water an d 
oil phases are flowing, the interpretation may be fairly complicated. 
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Taking the retardation factor into consideration, the “slowness” defined in Eq. 4.20 can be 
generalized as 
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Since S(x) is a composite function involving reservoir properties, the partial derivatives of its 
first order variation will be given by 
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Assuming total mobility is constant, the partial derivative in Eq. 4.35 reduces to  
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It is these modifications made to the sensitivity calculations that facilitate the inversion process 
in the presence of mobile oil saturations.  
 
4.5 Inversion algorithm 
 
Our approach of coupling the finite difference and streamline simulation to obtain a robust 
and efficient inversion algorithm neglects some of the procedures mentioned in the ‘streamline 
simulation fundamentals’ section. In our research, we employ ECLIPSETM based on finite 
difference formulation as our forward model from which, fluxes at grid interfaces is obtained. 
With the fluxes, we trace the streamlines on which sensitivities are evaluated as 1-D integrals. 
The flowchart in Fig. 4.3 summarizes the algorithm. The algorithm is applied for permeability 
and saturation sequentially until an acceptable match is obtain on the tracer elution profiles. 
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Fig. 4.3 – Flowchart for history matching finite-difference models using streamline derived 
sensitivities. 
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CHAPTER V 
5 SYNTHETIC CASES ON SATURATION AND PERMEABILITY 
INVERSION 
 
5.1 Description of data set 
 
The first synthetic case we applied the saturation inversion to is a two-dimensional 
homogenous reservoir with an inverted nine-spot waterflood scheme. The reservoir is divided 
into 21 grid blocks in both x and y directions with each grid block having a dimension of 52.86 
X 52.86 X 37ft. The injected water was tagged with a partitioning tracer having a partitioning 
coefficient of 10.and the elution observed at the eight producing wells.  
The reference saturation distribution is as shown in Fig. 5.1. As indicated in the legend, the top-
left corner of the diagram represents a region of high oil saturation while the bottom-right corner 
is essentially water-filled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 – Reference saturation distribution. 
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The observed tracer response from the producers was generated by running the forward 
model (Finite Difference Simulator) with the given data set. 
Our objective was to reconstruct the reference saturation (Fig. 5.1) given only the 
observation data from the eight producers. In general, though not necessary, an inversion 
procedure has a reasonable prior (guess) model upon which the inversion process is based. When 
the inverse problem is highly non-unique, a good prior model becomes most essential. However, 
in reconstructing the saturation distribution, we started with two different prior models, both 
having uniform saturation distribution. We also demonstrate our extension of the works of 
Illiasov et al.2 to situations in which mobile oil saturations exists in the reservoir. 
 
5.2 Saturation inversion 
 
In our approach to the inversion, we applied the generalized travel-time inversion process 
discussed in chapter four. Our forward model was a commercial finite difference simulator 
(ECLIPSETM) and we obtained the sensitivities as 1-D integrals along streamlines traced 
according to flux information obtained from the forward model. 
After ten iterations, the reconstructed saturation distribution starting at uniform water 
saturations of 0.85 and 0.75 are shown in Fig. 5.2 (left and right respectively). A comparison 
with the reference saturation distribution (Fig. 5.1) indicates that the inversion result clearly 
resolves the regions of high and low oil saturations. 
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Fig. 5.2 – Saturation distribution after inversion. 
 
Fig. 5.3 shows the reconstructed saturation distribution generated using the formulation of 
Illiasov et al.2. It is obvious that the formulation breaks down when the saturation is such as to 
permit mobility of the oil phase. It is important to note that this limitation actually extends 
beyond the permissible saturation values for the reference model. It also limits our prior model to 
immobile oil saturation distributions. 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 – Saturation distribution after inversion based on the formulation of Illiasov et al. 
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The tracer elution profiles before and after the saturation inversion for all the producing 
wells are shown in Fig. 5.4. As the inversion is based on the minimization of the data misfit, it is 
seen that Well 7 has little contribution in reconstructing the saturation distribution as the prior 
model already gives a match on the observed elution profile at the well. Essentially, we were 
able to reconstruct the saturation distribution with seven of the eight producers. 
 
 
Fig. 5.4 – Initial (right) partitioning tracer elution observed and calculated from the eight 
producers versus final match (left) on saturation inversion. 
 
5.3 Permeability inversion 
 
The same 2-D reservoir used for the saturation inversion discussed above was used as the 
synthetic model in testing our permeability inversion. The reference permeability field (Illiasov 
et al.) is shown in the Fig. 5.5. The saturation distribution is the reference saturation distribution 
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in Fig. 5.1. In the permeability inversion, the injected water is tagged with a conservative tracer 
as against the partitioning tracer used in the saturation inversion. Our approach is based on the 
two-step approach to the inversion of PITT2 in which case the permeability field is regenerated 
through the inversion of the observed response of a conservative tracer and the saturation 
distribution is obtained by inverting the response of the partitioning tracer. However, the 
formulation is general and we could have reconstructed the permeability field through the 
inversion of the partitioning tracer as it is equally sensitive to permeability distribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.5 – Reference permeability distribution. 
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Fig. 5.6 – Permeability distribution obtained on generalized travel-time inversion. 
 
Like we did in the saturation inversion we started with a uniform permeability close to the 
average of the true permeability field. The resulting permeability distribution after a few 
iterations of the generalized travel-time inversion is shown in Fig. 5.6. We see that the inversion 
process is able to identify the high as well as the low permeability regions. The data mismatch 
before and after the permeability inversion are shown in Fig. 5.7. 
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Fig. 5.7 – Initial (right) conservative tracer elution observed and calculated from the eight 
producers versus final match (left) on permeability inversion. 
 
 
5.4 Sequential inversion 
 
Using the same reservoir model, the injected water was tagged with both a partitioning and a 
conservative tracer. The elution profile of both tracers was then observed at the eight producers. 
Our approach to reconstruction of the permeability and saturation distribution here is through a 
sequential inversion on permeability and saturation. Hence, starting with a uniform permeability 
and saturation distributions, a permeability inversion is done. With the resulting permeability 
distribution, a saturation inversion is performed. This represents a sequential iteration on both 
permeability and saturation. This sequential process is then performed for a preset number of 
iterations during which resulting permeability and saturation distributions are updated, resulting 
in a successive refining of both permeability and saturation distribution. 
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Three sequential iterations were performed on the synthetic case described above. The 
resulting permeability and saturation distribution after each iteration are shown in Fig. 5.8. 
 
 
Fig.5.8 – Refining of permeability and saturation distributions during sequential inversion. 
 
It is evident that with successive iterations, we obtain a refinement in our distribution 
estimates. 
While refinements are obtained in the distribution estimates with successive sequential iterations, 
at the first sequential iteration, we see that regions of highs and lows are clearly identified. This 
is highlighted in the reduction in RMS error over the iterations as shown in Fig. 5.9. The drop in 
the RMS error is largest in the first sequential iteration for both saturation and permeability 
distributions. Subsequent sequential iterations result in comparatively insignificant RMS error in 
both travel time and amplitude. 
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Fig. 5.9 also shows the highly non-unique nature of saturation inversion. This is deduced 
from the almost perfect match obtained on saturation inversion at each estimate of permeability 
distribution. In contrast, the RMS error obtained on permeability inversion only reduces with 
refinement in saturation distribution estimate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.9 – RMS error on travel time and amplitude during sequential inversion 
(saturation). 
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Fig. 5.10 – RMS error on travel time and amplitude during sequential inversion 
(permeability). 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
 
We have shown in this section that our approach of coupling the finite difference and the 
streamline simulator for a robust and computationally efficient inversion procedure is capable of 
reconstructing both permeability and saturation distribution through a minimization of the data 
misfit based on the generalized travel-time inversion. 
We have also shown that our reformulation of the sensitivities for saturation inversion is 
necessary in order to obtain a representative saturation distribution without constraints on the 
prior model. That our approach works, gives us the confidence to apply the two-step inversion2 
to a field case. We apply our approach to the Ranger field case as discussed in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER VI 
6 RANGER FIELD: INVERSION APPROACH TO RESERVOIR 
CHARACTERIZATION 
 
6.1 Description of data set 
 
The Ranger field case is a multi-well, multi-tracer injection study carried out in the 
McClesky sandstone of the Ranger Field, Texas. This field has been the focus of a tracer study 
over the years due to the scale of the project as well as the availability of data set. 
Lichtenberger.11 offered the first description of the data. Further description of the data set was 
provided by Allison9 and Illiasov2 in their M.S theses. In this research, we have used these 
references as the primary sources of our data set. 
The 320 area of interest spans over 320 acres and includes 13 producers and 4 injectors 
injecting water tagged with 7 different tracers. The seven tracers injected includes 5 conservative 
tracers consisting of four decaying (tritium, Cobalt-57, Cobalt-58, Cobalt-60) and one chemical 
tracer (sodium thiocyanate, NaSCN) and two partitioning tracers (Tertiary butyl alcohol, TBA, 
and Isopropyl alcohol IPA).  
All tracers were injected in small slugs on the same day except for TBA, which was injected 
in a small slug twenty days later than the others. Tracer sampling continued for 826 days after 
injection of the first set of tracers. Tracer injection pattern is shown in Fig. 6.1. Injection 
locations and the amounts of each tracer injected are given in Table 6.1. The partitioning 
coefficients defined as the ratio of tracer concentration in oil phase to that in water phase, of 
TBA and IPA are 0.2 and 0.04 respectively.  
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Table 6.1 – Amount and injection location of tracer. 
Tracer Well Amount Half-life 
tritium 38 10 Ci 4475 days 
NaSCN 38 5655 lbs - 
IPA 38 880 gals - 
TBA 38 880 gals - 
Co-57 41 30 mCi 270 days 
Co-58 45 100 mCi 71 days 
Co-60 42 30 mCi 1920 days 
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Fig. 6.1 – Tracer injection pattern (Illiasov2). 
 
6.1.1 Reservoir model 
 
Static reservoir model parameters are summarized in Table 6.2. For the purpose of 
comparing results, we used a 31x45x6 grid for this model, which corresponds to 100x100 ft grid 
blocks in both X and Y directions.  A total of 141 core samples were available for analysis. 
Analysis of the core data by Illiasov et al.2 indicated little variation in porosity but significant 
heterogeneity as regards permeability, and an effective layering system. This led to the division 
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of the reservoir into six primary layers, and assigning uniform porosity to all the layers, with 
significant variation within and across the layers. The net thickness map from Lichtenberger11 
was incorporated in the form of Net-Gross ratio as shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3. Other parameters, 
such as depth, reservoir pressure and viscosity, were adopted from Allison.10 
 
Table 6.2 – Initial reservoir model (Illiasov et al.). 
Parameter Type Value 
Depth constant 3400 (ft) 
Reservoir pressure constant 150 (psia) 
Porosity uniform 0.1347 (fract) 
Total gross thickness constant 24 (ft) 
Net thickness NGR distribution   Fig. 6.2 
Permeability heterogeneous   Dykstra-Parson coefficient = 0.74 
log-mean = 2.5 
log-standard deviation = 0.57 
 
Initial oil saturation uniform 0.45 and 0.60 (fract) 
Inversion oil saturation 
range 
 min – 0.3 (fract) 
max – 0.7 (fract) 
Fluid viscosity oil 
water 
2.7 (cp) 
0.5 (cp) 
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Fig. 6.2 – Net-gross ratio distribution – layered view (Illiasov2). 
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Fig. 6.3 – Net-gross ratio distribution – 3D cut-away view (Illiasov2). 
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Permeability distribution 
 
From the core data, Illiasov et al.2 generated a cumulative distribution function of the log of 
permeability from which the Dykstra Parson’s coefficient of variation was estimated. Using the 
VDP, a log-mean permeability and log –standard deviation was obtained. 
Using Sequential Gaussian Simulation, an unconditioned permeability distribution was 
generated with the calculated mean permeability and variance with a spherical variogram of 500 
and 5 ft horizontal and vertical range respectively. 
The initial permeability field generated is shown in layered view in Fig. 6.4 and in a 3D cut-
view in Fig. 6.5. The vertical permeability is set to one-tenth the value of the horizontal 
permeability data. 
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Fig. 6.4 – Initial permeability distribution – layered view (Illiasov2). 
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Fig. 6.5 – Initial permeability distribution - 3D cut-away view (Illiasov2). 
 
Relative permeability 
 
Relative permeability data were fitted with the exponential relative permeability formulas 
with the parameters summarized in Table 6.3, similarly to Allison.10 
 
 
Table 6.3 – Relative permeability parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Irreducible water saturation, Swirr 0.10 
Residual to water oil saturation, Sowr 0.45 
End-point water relative permeability at residual oil 
saturation, Krw Sor 
0.46 
End-point oil relative permeability at irreducible water 
saturation, Krw Swirr 
0.66 
Water relative permeability exponent 3.0 
Oil relative permeability exponent 3.5 
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Oil saturation   
The reservoir is assumed to be at uniform oil saturation equal to 0.45. For saturation 
inversion cases, we set the maximum and minimum oil saturation to equal 0.55 and 0.2, 
respectively. 
 
6.1.1 Well production and injection rates 
The production and injection rates used are obtained from Allison et al.9. For the purpose of 
precision, and reconstruction of representative permeability and saturation fields, we have used 
the actual rates for the inversion as opposed to the averaged rates used by Illiasov et al.2 in their 
streamline-based inversion. The production history for all the wells is given in Table 6.4. 
 
6.1.2 Observed tracer data 
As a precursor to oil saturation distribution determination, we deemed it necessary to 
determine the permeability distribution through an inversion on the conservative tracer. To 
facilitate inversion, the observed production data were smoothed using a moving average 
algorithm. The data were then normalized with the injection concentration, taking into account 
the 20 day delay in the injection of TBA as discussed in Chapter II. Out of the seven injected 
tracers, only NaSCN, tritium, TBA, and IPA were recovered in such quantities as would permit 
their use for inversion. The normalized plots of these tracers in the area of interest are shown in 
Figs. 6.6 to 6.8. 
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Table 6.4 – Actual well production and injection rates. 
Wells Time, days 
 0-100 101-200 201-300 301-400 401-500 501-600 601-700 701-826
Production 
wells Production rate, bbl/day 
16 7 7 20 20 20 20 20 20 
19 4 4 14 14 16 56 24 0 
35 0 0 0 35 28 40 35 0 
37 156 210 236 310 410 448 560 792 
39 305 300 350 318 343 423 540 735 
40 4 8 60 56 80 0 0 0 
43 195 226 211 215 340 426 844 1002 
44 59 89 139 139 139 178 175 178 
51 14 14 43 43 43 43 43 43 
52 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
56 37 36 19 66 75 79 95 164 
57 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 
60 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
Injection wells Injection rate, bbl/day 
38 439 483 597 662 783 893 1176 1503 
41 307 338 418 463 548 625 823 1052 
42 88 97 119 132 157 179 235 301 
45 44 48 60 66 78 89 118 150 
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Fig. 6.6 – Observed normalized tracer concentrations at production wells (Illiasov et al.2). 
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Fig. 6.7 – Observed normalized tritium and TBA tracer concentrations at production wells. 
(Illiasov et al.2). 
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Fig. 6.8 – Observed normalized NaSCN and TBA tracer concentrations at production 
wells. (Illiasov et al.2). 
 
Lichtenberger11 pointed out the variation in normalized peaks from well to well as seen in 
the figures above. Focusing on the difference between the peaks of NaSCN and tritium, he 
attributed the behavior to a chromatographic delay in the tritium elution due to tritium exchange 
with immobile hydrogen. For this reason, we considered the tritium data rather unreliable and 
chose to use NaSCN as the conservative tracer from which to obtain the permeability 
distribution. 
As earlier discussed, a partitioning tracer is required for the saturation inversion. We have 
chosen to use TBA over IPA because of the higher partitioning coefficient, and hence greater 
sensitivity of TBA to saturation distribution. 
 
6.1.3 Manual history match with finite difference approach 
As discussed in the “Literature Review” section, an attempt to match the entire tracer history 
with a finite-difference chemical simulator through manual parameter adjustments of the Ranger 
TBA NaSCN
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Field data set was made by Allison et al.9 and Allison.10  The authors used a three-layer model 
with constant layer thicknesses and permeabilities and applied a series of permeability 
multipliers to each layer to match the conservative tracer responses.  Pre-PITT oil saturation was 
obtained by approximating the multi-year history of the pattern with a simulation of a waterflood 
at pre-selected constant rates. The PITT was then simulated and the quality of the match on the 
partitioning tracers was used to judge the adequacy of oil saturation distribution.  Simulation 
required a major effort and yet the overall match was satisfactory at best. 
Table 6.5 below summarizes some properties of the reservoir model used by Allison et al.9  
 
Table 6.5– Summary of Allison et al.9 key model properties. 
Layer Net Thickness, ft Permeability 
in X direction, 
Kx,  md 
Permeability in Y 
direction,  
Ky, md 
Permeability in Z 
direction,  
Kz, md 
1 11 75 2 x Kx 0.1 x Kx 
2 7 500 2 x Kx 0.1 x Kx 
3 6 1250 2 x Kx 0.1 x Kx 
 
Fig. 6.9 presents permeability fields of the final finite-difference model with the 
permeability multipliers marked on the maps. Fig. 6.10 presents the final saturation contours for 
the three layers of the model. Fig. 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13 present tritium, NaSCN, and TBA 
matches for the final model by Allison et al.9, respectively. 
These figures are used for comparison with the results of our inversion work in the later 
sections. 
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Fig. 6.9 – Permeability fields for layers 1, 2, and 3 of the finite-difference model (Allison et 
al.9) 
 
 
Fig. 6.10 – Saturation distribution for layers 1,2, and 3 of the finite-difference model 
(Allison et al.9). 
Low Permeability High Permeability
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Fig. 6.11 – Tritium match for the finite-difference model (Allison et al.9). 
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Fig. 6.12 – NaSCN match for the finite-difference model (Allison et al.9) 
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Fig. 6.13 – TBA match for the finite-difference model (Allison et al.9). 
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6.1.4 Result of permeability inversion 
In determining the permeability distribution from our permeability inversion phase, we used 
the NaSCN as the conservative tracer. The area of interest is the northern part of the Ranger 
field. Three of the wells (Wells 37, 39, and 40) in this region of the field show observation of 
NaSCN in sufficient quantity to facilitate the inversion. The response generated from the initial 
model as compared to the observed data is shown in Fig. 6.14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.14 – Comparison of calculated and observed normalized concentration using initial 
permeability distribution. 
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After 11 iterations of inversion, the resulting match on the observed data is shown in 
Fig.6.15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.15 – Comparison of calculated and observed normalized concentration after match. 
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The misfit in the data in terms of amplitude and shift-time over the eleven iterations is 
shown in Fig. 6.16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.16 – Rapid fall in RMS of amplitude and Travel-Time misfit. 
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Fig. 6.17 – Layer permeability after match (left) and permeability adjustments to initial 
model (right). 
 
The permeability distribution after eleven iterations is shown on a layer basis on the left plot 
in Figure 6.17 and the permeability changes made on the initial model at the end of the eleven 
iterations are shown on the plot on the right. 
 
6.1.5 Comparison of results with manual history matching approach 
Permeability changes in each of the layers necessary to attain the match in Fig. 6.12 are 
shown in Fig. 6.19. Although only layer one of the manual history match is shown in Fig. 6.18, 
there is a consistency in the high permeability region required to attain the match both by our 
method and by manual history matching. The changes are very reasonable as they appear in the 
regions of location of Wells 37, 39, and 40 which are the observation wells. Other changes seen 
in Fig. 6.18 on the manual history match outside these regions are a result of matches made on 
other injected tracers in other wells asides those we considered. 
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Fig. 6.18 – Major permeability changes in layer one for manual history match 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.19 – Permeability changes in each layer necessary to obtain match. 
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6.1.6 Result of saturation inversion 
With the obtained permeability distribution, a saturation inversion was done on the 
partitioning tracer response as described in Chapter V Fig. 6.20 shows observed and calculated 
tracer concentration at the integrated wells before and after saturation inversion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.20 – Observed and calculated partitioning tracer response before (right) and after 
(left) saturation inversion 
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Evident in these plots is the fact that the amplitude matches on the observed data is poor. 
This is attributed to missing observation data over a time interval. Essentially, this results in 
ambiguity of the tracer profile in this time interval. This effectively affects the generalized travel 
time computation and hence, optimal time shift computation. 
 
Fig. 6.21 shows the saturation distribution obtained after inversion. 
. 
Fig. 6.21 – Layer saturation distribution before (left) and after (right) inversion. 
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CHAPTER VII 
7 INTEGRATING ANALYTICAL AND INVERSION RESULTS 
 
7.1 Consistency between analytical and inversion results 
 
From the analyses made using the method of moments in chapter three, the deductions 
made are listed below for consistency check against the results of inversion. 
• Low permeability trend in the North-West direction 
• Highest permeability trend and low NTG in the South-East direction 
• High permeability and high NTG in the region south of the injector 
• “High” oil saturation south of the injector 
To assess the consistency of the method of moments with the results obtained from inversion, we 
pick in turn, each of these deductions and check against the. Matching reservoir model obtained 
from inversion. 
 
7.1.1 “Low” permeability trend in the north-west direction 
Analysis of the results of MOM based on the breakthrough and first temporal moment of 
elution profile of all injected tracers produced at Well-19 suggested a non-preference of fluid 
migration in the north-west direction. A cursory glance at the distribution of contours of 
resulting permeability distribution after inversion (Fig. 7.1) shows the sparse spread of contours 
in this direction, hence the agreement between inversion and MOM results. 
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Fig. 7.1 – Contour map of permeability distribution after inversion. 
 
7.1.2 Highest permeability and low NTG in the south-east direction 
The contour map of permeability distribution after inversion shown in Fig. 7.1 is in 
agreement with this deduction. We notice a consistency in the high density of contour lines, in 
all layers in the north-west direction in the area of interest. The orientation of the dense contour 
is seen to be in alignment with a straight line connecting the injector with Well-40. The early 
breakthrough of tracer from this well then seems reasonable. 
The reservoir model used in generating the match has a net-to-gross ratio (NTG) shown in 
Fig.6.2. The aerial distribution of the NTG displayed indicates that the NTG in this region is 
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significantly less than that at the location of Wells 37 and 39. This also agrees with a previous 
deduction. 
 
7.1.3 High permeability and high NTG in the region south of the injector 
Fig. 7.1 shows continually, a high density of the contours in the region south of the injector 
on all the reservoir layers. This again is consistent with the MOM analysis. The plot of NTG 
distribution confirms the deduction made on NTG. 
 
7.1.4 High oil saturation south of the injector 
The saturation distribution obtained from the results of the inversion shown in Chapter six 
agrees with this deduction made from MOM estimates. However, the quantitative estimates 
made from both methods differ significantly.  
Tang37 extended the Brigham1 model for residual oil saturation determination and applied it 
to the ranger field case. In making estimates of residual oil saturation, Tang chose the interwell 
region between the injector well and Well 40. The resulting average oil saturation determined 
using the extended Bingham model is 0.41. This estimate compares well with other direct 
comparison methods as well as the MOM estimate made in this research. 
The estimates made from the saturation inversion is however not consistent with these 
results. This again reflects the highly non-unique nature of saturation inversion. If a different 
prior model is started with, we are likely to get closer results to those obtained from the direct 
comparison methods. This again emphasizes the need for a composite tracer analysis approach to 
reservoir characterization in which case estimates from quick analytical methods such as MOM 
and extended Brigham model are used as the prior model for the inversion process. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 Consistency between analytical and inversion results 
 
Many of the key observations and conclusions were presented throughout the body of this 
thesis. The following are a summary of some key conclusions we reached on the basis of our 
work. 
 
1. Coupling a finite difference based forward model with the formalism of streamline 
simulation that enables the evaluation of sensitivities as 1-D integrals along streamlines 
affords an efficient means of reservoir characterization while preserving complexities of the 
physical processes. 
2. Sound qualitative reservoir description can be obtained from quick data analyses such as 
MOM. However, such analyses cannot replace the rigor and detail characterization 
capability of the inversion process. 
3. The problem of determining both permeability and saturation through inversion is inherently 
ill-posed.  Sometimes we may not be able to resolve the permeability/saturation uncertainty 
only by matching the observed data.  In such cases, incorporating all available knowledge 
about the parameter properties into the model prior to inversion is necessary.  Having a good 
initial estimate of the model parameters that are relatively close to the true value is very 
important to result in reasonable results during inversion.   
4. We find that our extension of the formulation of the saturation inversion to situations 
whereby the oil phase is mobile gives better resolution and has less limitation on the prior 
model to be used for inversion. However, the formulation is extremely sensitive to the 
relative permeability curves. Estimates of saturation distribution are only as good as how 
well the relative permeability curve model fluid flow in the reservoir. 
5. Through inversion of the PITT, we were able to locate areas of high and low oil saturation. 
This information is invaluable when making decisions on EOR or infill drilling. 
6. We observe that the finite difference based forward model is incapable of reproducing 
multiple peaks seen in the observed data. This limits our ability to optimally minimize the 
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amplitude data mismatch. Since multiple peaks are a measure of layering and or reservoir 
heterogeneity, this translates to loss of resolution on reservoir heterogeneity during the 
inversion process as the number of layers is already fixed. 
7. We obtained as good or better match of the NaSCN tracers through inversion as was 
achieved by Allison et al.9 through manual history matching. The resulting permeability 
fields share common characteristics with the fields presented by Allison et al.9 but, due to the 
nature of automatic inversion, have less personal bias. 
8. Results of the permeability inversion are in total agreement with preliminary reservoir 
description obtained through analytical methods of interpretation. 
 
8.2 Recommendations 
 
Based on the conclusions presented above, and other findings during the course of the 
research, we recommend the following. 
 
1. A good initial model incorporating all available knowledge about the reservoir should be 
built before inversion. Qualitative and quantitative analyses from quick analytical methods 
such as MOM and Brigham-Abbaszadeh technique to layer determination should be done 
and results intuitively incorporated in the inversion process. 
2. The largest feasible partitioning coefficient of a partitioning tracer, as determined by 
rigorous test design, for a PITT should be used. This offers greater sensitivity to fluid 
distribution and improves the resolution of the inversion process. 
3. Saturation inversion achieved through minimization of data misfit of tracer data alone is 
highly non-unique. To improve on the effort of reconstructing saturation distribution, we 
recommend a “joint inversion” in which case, the objective function includes a minimization 
on both water-cut and tracer concentration data misfit. 
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9 NOMENCLATURE 
 C = tracer concentration or covariance 
C(tn)  = non-partitioning tracer landmark peak-normalized concentration 
C(tp) = non-partitioning tracer landmark peak-normalized concentration 
 d = data vector 
 D = dispersion coefficient 
 g = forward model or computed model response 
 G = sensitivity matrix or Frechet derivative of g  
 I = identity matrix 
 J = objective function 
 k = permeability 
 K = permeability tensor 
 Ko = partitioning coefficient of tracer 
K50 = 50th-percintile permeability 
K84.1 = 84.1st-percentile permeability,  
 L = spatial difference operator 
 M = number of parameters 
 m = parameter vector 
 N = number of dynamic data observations 
 P = pressure 
 pr = number of pressure solving steps in streamline simulation 
 q = gradient of objective function 
 r = earth response vector 
 R = resolution matrix 
 s = slowness 
 s = stochastic residual component 
 Sw = water saturation 
 Swi = initial water saturation 
 t = time 
tn  = landmark time for non-partitioning tracer 
tp = landmark time for partitioning tracer 
Sorw  = residual to water oil saturation. 
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 v = velocity vector 
VDP  = Dykstra-Parson coefficient  
 W = weighting matrix 
 x = spatial coordinate vector 
 ε = residual vector 
 φ = porosity 
 τ = time of flight or phase function 
 ψ, χ = bi-streamline functions 
 γ = weighting factor 
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APPENDIX A 
11 MOM SWEPT VOLUME CALCULATIONS USING AVERAGE 
RATES 
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Fig. A.1 – Semi-log plot of observed tritium concentration versus time for Well 37 
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Table A.1 – Swept pore volume calculation (Well 37) using tritium. 
Time  
(days) 
Concentration 
(ppm) 
C*Time 
(ppm-day) 
Delt, ∆t 
(days) 
C*Time* ∆t 
(ppm-day2) 
C*Delt(∆t) 
(ppm-day) 
120 0 0 120 0 0 
126 0.000699 0.0881118 126 11.10209 0.088112 
133 0.001678 0.223174 7 1.562218 0.011746 
146 0.004965 0.72489 13 9.42357 0.064545 
154 0.007552 1.163008 8 9.304064 0.060416 
161 0.009301 1.497461 7 10.48223 0.065107 
168 0.01196 2.00928 7 14.06496 0.08372 
174 0.01154 2.00796 6 12.04776 0.06924 
182 0.01329 2.41878 8 19.35024 0.10632 
189 0.01427 2.69703 7 18.87921 0.09989 
196 0.01643 3.22028 7 22.54196 0.11501 
202 0.01441 2.91082 6 17.46492 0.08646 
210 0.01455 3.0555 8 24.444 0.1164 
217 0.01455 3.15735 7 22.10145 0.10185 
224 0.01392 3.11808 7 21.82656 0.09744 
252 0.01322 3.33144 28 93.28032 0.37016 
280 0.01154 3.2312 28 90.4736 0.32312 
308 0.008951 2.756908 28 77.19342 0.250628 
322 0.008322 2.679683871 14 37.5155742 0.116507994 
342=t 0.007483=C 2.559185966 20 51.18371932 0.149659998 
370 0.005944 2.199280037 28 61.57984104 0.166432003 
420 0.004056 1.703520084 50 85.1760042 0.20280001 
448 0.003427 1.535296 28 42.988288 0.095956 
476 0.003147 1.497972 28 41.943216 0.088116 
504 0.002517 1.26856805 28 35.51990541 0.070476003 
532 0.002587 1.376283947 28 38.53595051 0.072435997 
560 0.002517 1.409520056 28 39.46656157 0.070476003 
644=tb 0.001189=Cb 0.765716 84 64.320144 0.099876 
    973.771774 3.242899811 
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Table A.2 – MOM parameter estimates (Well 37) using tritium. 
Parameter Estimated value Units 
m (pc) 220285632.1 Pc (pico curies) 
Fraction of tracer produced f=m/M 0.082474941 - 
Total Swept Volume (bbls) 276456.077 Barrels (bbls) 
Net Swept Volume (bbls) 22800.69855 Barrels (bbls) 
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Fig. A.2 – Semi-log plot of observed tritium concentration versus time for Well 39 
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Table A.3 – Swept pore volume calculation (Well 39) using tritium. 
Time  
(days) 
Concentration 
(ppm) 
C*Time 
(ppm-day) 
Delt, ∆t 
(days) 
C*Time* ∆t 
(ppm-day2) 
C*Delt(∆t) 
(ppm-day) 
120 0 0 120 0 0 
133 0 0 13 0 0 
140 0.0004895 0.06853 140 9.5942 0.06853 
146 0.0007692 0.112303197 6 0.673819182 0.0046152 
154 0.001399 0.215445985 8 1.723567877 0.011191999 
161 0.002378 0.382857984 7 2.680005887 0.016645999 
168 0.003916 0.657888 7 4.605216 0.027412 
174 0.004825 0.839550035 6 5.037300209 0.028950001 
182 0.006643 1.209026018 8 9.672208146 0.053144001 
189 0.007483 1.414286981 7 9.900008868 0.052380999 
196 0.008322 1.631111922 7 11.41778345 0.058253997 
202 0.008112 1.638624061 6 9.831744364 0.048672002 
210 0.008741 1.835609937 8 14.6848795 0.069927998 
217 0.008392 1.821063913 7 12.74744739 0.058743997 
224 0.009091 2.036384022 7 14.25468816 0.063637001 
252 0.008741 2.202731924 28 61.67649388 0.244747992 
280 0.006923 1.938439972 28 54.27631922 0.193843997 
308 0.005734 1.766071969 28 49.45001514 0.160551997 
322 0.005455 1.756509968 14 24.59113955 0.076369999 
342=t 0.004965=C 1.698029966 20 33.96059932 0.099299998 
370 0.004545 1.681649963 28 47.08619896 0.127259997 
420 0.003636 1.52712 50 76.356 0.1818 
448 0.003846 1.723007955 28 48.24422275 0.107687997 
476 0.002937 1.398012 28 39.144336 0.082236 
532 0.002448 1.302336 56 72.930816 0.137088 
560 0.002028 1.135680056 28 31.79904157 0.056784003 
644 0.0007692 0.495364787 84 41.61064212 0.064612798 
672 0.0006783 0.455817587 28 12.76289242 0.018992399 
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Table A.3 continued 
Time  
(days) 
Concentration 
(ppm) 
C*Time 
(ppm-day) 
Delt, ∆t 
(days) 
C*Time* ∆t 
(ppm-day2) 
C*Delt(∆t) 
(ppm-day) 
700 0.0006084 0.425879986 28 700.711586 2.113380372 
728 0.0005455 0.397124015 28 1401.423172 4.226760743 
756=tc 0.0004406=Cb 0.333093608 28 2802.846344 8.453521487 
    5605.692688 16.90704297 
 
Table A.4 – MOM parameter estimates (Well 39) using tritium. 
Parameter Estimated value Units 
m (pc) 1144790935 Pc (pico curies) 
Fraction of tracer produced f=m/M 0.428609726 - 
Total Swept Volume (bbls) 280727.9394 Barrels (bbls) 
Net Swept Volume (bbls) 120322.7252 Barrels (bbls) 
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Fig. A.3 – Semi-log plot of observed tritium concentration versus time for Well 40 
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Table A.5 – Swept pore volume calculation (Well 40) using tritium. 
Time  
(days) 
Concentration 
(ppm) 
C*Time 
(ppm-day) 
Delt, ∆t 
(days) 
C*Time* ∆t 
(ppm-day2) 
C*Delt(∆t) 
(ppm-day) 
56 0 0    
84 0 0 28 0 0 
112 0.004615 0.51688 112 57.89056 0.51688 
118 0.01126 1.32868 6 7.97208 0.06756 
126 0.017130001 2.158380126 8 17.26704101 0.137040008 
133 0.023499999 3.125499867 7 21.87849907 0.164499993 
140 0.023429999 3.28019986 7 22.96139902 0.164009993 
146 0.02685 3.9201 6 23.5206 0.1611 
154 0.030139999 4.641559846 8 37.13247877 0.241119992 
161 0.02839 4.57079 7 31.99553 0.19873 
168 0.034619998 5.816159664 7 40.71311765 0.242339986 
174 0.030069999 5.232179826 6 31.39307896 0.180419994 
182 0.029650001 5.396300182 8 43.17040146 0.237200008 
189 0.02825 5.33925 7 37.37475 0.19775 
196 0.029859999 5.852559804 7 40.96791863 0.209019993 
202 0.02476 5.00152 6 30.00912 0.14856 
210 0.021819999 4.58219979 8 36.65759832 0.174559992 
217 0.02056 4.46152 7 31.23064 0.14392 
224 0.01867 4.18208 7 29.27456 0.13069 
252 0.01301 3.27852 28 91.79856 0.36428 
280=t 0.008601=C 2.408279888 28 67.43183686 0.240827989 
308 0.006434 1.981672031 28 55.48681686 0.180152003 
322 0.005245 1.688890032 14 23.64446045 0.073430001 
357 0.002378 0.848945964 35 29.71310875 0.083229997 
370 0.003287 1.216190037 13 15.81047048 0.042731001 
420 0.001538 0.64596 50 32.298 0.0769 
448=tb 0.0009091=Cb 0.4072768 28 11.4037504 0.0254548 
    868.9963767 4.40240575 
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Table A.6 – MOM parameter estimates (Well 40) using tritium. 
Parameter Estimated value Units 
m (pc) 17768302.04 Pc (pico curies) 
Fraction of tracer produced f=m/M 0.006652452 - 
Total Swept Volume (bbls) 169963.8847 Barrels (bbls) 
Net Swept Volume (bbls) 1130.676633 Barrels (bbls) 
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APPENDIX B 
12 MOM SWEPT VOLUME CALCULATIONS WITH VARIABLE 
RATES 
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Fig. B.1 – Semi-log plot of NaSCN concentration versus injected volume for Well 39 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. B.2 – Semi-log plot of NaSCN concentration versus produced volume for Well 39 
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Table B.1 – Cumulative injected volume versus concentration (Well 39) using NaSCN. 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
119 0 53077 0 0 0 0 
132 0 59356 6279 0 0 0 
139 0 62737 3381 0 0 0 
145 0 65635 2898 0 0 0 
153 0.000625 69499 3864 2.415 2.415 167840.085 
160 0.000625 72880 3381 2.113125 4.528125 154004.55 
167 0.005415 76261 3381 18.308115 22.83624 1396195.158
173 0.009581 79159 2898 27.765738 50.601978 2197908.054
181 0.009789 83023 3864 37.824696 88.426674 3140319.736
188 0.015205 86404 3381 51.408105 139.834779 4441865.904
195 0.015413 89785 3381 52.111353 191.946132 4678817.829
201 0.016662 92797 3012 50.185944 242.132076 4657105.045
209 0.017912 97573 4776 85.547712 327.679788 8347146.903
216 0.024161 101752 4179 100.968819 428.648607 10273779.27
223 0.025202 105931 4179 105.319158 533.967765 11156563.73
229 0.030409 109513 3582 108.925038 642.892803 11928707.69
237 0.029159 114289 4776 139.263384 782.156187 15916272.89
251 0.027285 122647 8358 228.04803 1010.204217 27969406.74
257 0.024994 126229 3582 89.528508 1099.732725 11301094.04
265 0.022494 131005 4776 107.431344 1207.164069 14074043.22
272 0.021036 135184 4179 87.909444 1295.073513 11883950.28
279 0.019995 139363 4179 83.559105 1378.632618 11645047.55
285 0.020203 142945 3582 72.367146 1450.999764 10344521.68
293 0.019995 147721 4776 95.49612 1546.495884 14106782.34
300 0.019787 151900 4179 82.689873 1629.185757 12560591.71
307 0.01937 156534 4634 89.76058 1718.946337 14050582.63
313 0.019162 160506 3972 76.111464 1795.057801 12216346.64
321 0.017912 165802 5296 94.861952 1889.919753 15728301.37
328 0.017912 170436 4634 83.004208 1972.923961 14146905.19
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Table B.1 continued 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
341 0.018329 179042 8606 157.739374 2130.663335 28241973 
349 0.018954 184338 5296 100.380384 2231.043719 18503919.23
356 0.019578 188972 4634 90.724452 2321.768171 17144381.14
363 0.020203 193606 4634 93.620702 2415.388873 18125529.63
369 0.019995 197578 3972 79.42014 2494.809013 15691672.42
377 0.019578 202874 5296 103.685088 2598.494101 21035008.54
384 0.018954 207508 4634 87.832836 2686.326937 18226016.13
391 0.017912 212142 4634 83.004208 2769.331145 17608678.69
412 0.017287 227496 15354 265.424598 3034.755743 60383034.35
419 0.016662 232977 5481 91.324422 3126.080165 21276489.86
425 0.016454 237675 4698 77.300892 3203.381057 18372489.51
433 0.016662 243939 6264 104.370768 3307.751825 25460100.78
447 0.015829 254901 10962 173.517498 3481.269323 44229783.76
453 0.014788 259599 4698 69.474024 3550.743347 18035387.16
461 0.013747 265863 6264 86.111208 3636.854555 22893784.09
468 0.012289 271344 5481 67.356009 3704.210564 18276648.91
475 0.010414 276825 5481 57.079134 3761.289698 15800931.27
481 0.009581 281523 4698 45.011538 3806.301236 12671783.21
489 0.008956 287787 6264 56.100384 3862.40162 16144961.21
496 0.008331 293268 5481 45.662211 3908.063831 13391265.3 
509 0.007706 304437 11169 86.068314 3994.132145 26202379.31
517 0.007082 311581 7144 50.593808 4044.725953 15764069.29
531 0.006873 324083 12502 85.926246 4130.652199 27847235.58
545 0.005624 336585 12502 70.311248 4200.963447 23665711.41
559 0.005415 349087 12502 67.69833 4268.661777 23632606.92
573 0.005207 361589 12502 65.097914 4333.759691 23538689.63
582 0.00479 369626 8037 38.49723 4372.256921 14229577.14
586 0.004166 373198 3572 14.880952 4387.137873 5553541.524
615 0.003957 403340 30142 119.271894 4506.409767 48107125.73
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Table B.1 continued 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
643 0.002708 436268 32928 89.169024 4595.578791 38901591.76
     126317.6094 937440466.7
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Table B.2 – Cumulative produced volume versus concentration (Well 39) using NaSCN. 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
119 0 53077 0 0 0 0 
132 0 59356 6279 0 0 0 
139 0 62737 3381 0 0 0 
145 0 65635 2898 0 0 0 
153 0.000625 69499 3864 2.415 2.415 167840.085 
160 0.000625 72880 3381 2.113125 4.528125 154004.55 
167 0.005415 76261 3381 18.308115 22.83624 1396195.158
173 0.009581 79159 2898 27.765738 50.601978 2197908.054
181 0.009789 83023 3864 37.824696 88.426674 3140319.736
188 0.015205 86404 3381 51.408105 139.834779 4441865.904
195 0.015413 89785 3381 52.111353 191.946132 4678817.829
201 0.016662 92797 3012 50.185944 242.132076 4657105.045
209 0.017912 97573 4776 85.547712 327.679788 8347146.903
216 0.024161 101752 4179 100.968819 428.648607 10273779.27
223 0.025202 105931 4179 105.319158 533.967765 11156563.73
229 0.030409 109513 3582 108.925038 642.892803 11928707.69
237 0.029159 114289 4776 139.263384 782.156187 15916272.89
251 0.027285 122647 8358 228.04803 1010.204217 27969406.74
257 0.024994 126229 3582 89.528508 1099.732725 11301094.04
265 0.022494 131005 4776 107.431344 1207.164069 14074043.22
272 0.021036 135184 4179 87.909444 1295.073513 11883950.28
279 0.019995 139363 4179 83.559105 1378.632618 11645047.55
285 0.020203 142945 3582 72.367146 1450.999764 10344521.68
293 0.019995 147721 4776 95.49612 1546.495884 14106782.34
300 0.019787 151900 4179 82.689873 1629.185757 12560591.71
307 0.01937 156534 4634 89.76058 1718.946337 14050582.63
313 0.019162 160506 3972 76.111464 1795.057801 12216346.64
321 0.017912 165802 5296 94.861952 1889.919753 15728301.37
328 0.017912 170436 4634 83.004208 1972.923961 14146905.19
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Table B.2 continued 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
341 0.018329 179042 8606 157.739374 2130.663335 28241973 
349 0.018954 184338 5296 100.380384 2231.043719 18503919.23
356 0.019578 188972 4634 90.724452 2321.768171 17144381.14
363 0.020203 193606 4634 93.620702 2415.388873 18125529.63
369 0.019995 197578 3972 79.42014 2494.809013 15691672.42
377 0.019578 202874 5296 103.685088 2598.494101 21035008.54
384 0.018954 207508 4634 87.832836 2686.326937 18226016.13
391 0.017912 212142 4634 83.004208 2769.331145 17608678.69
412 0.017287 227496 15354 265.424598 3034.755743 60383034.35
419 0.016662 232977 5481 91.324422 3126.080165 21276489.86
425 0.016454 237675 4698 77.300892 3203.381057 18372489.51
433 0.016662 243939 6264 104.370768 3307.751825 25460100.78
447 0.015829 254901 10962 173.517498 3481.269323 44229783.76
453 0.014788 259599 4698 69.474024 3550.743347 18035387.16
461 0.013747 265863 6264 86.111208 3636.854555 22893784.09
468 0.012289 271344 5481 67.356009 3704.210564 18276648.91
475 0.010414 276825 5481 57.079134 3761.289698 15800931.27
481 0.009581 281523 4698 45.011538 3806.301236 12671783.21
489 0.008956 287787 6264 56.100384 3862.40162 16144961.21
496 0.008331 293268 5481 45.662211 3908.063831 13391265.3 
509 0.007706 304437 11169 86.068314 3994.132145 26202379.31
517 0.007082 311581 7144 50.593808 4044.725953 15764069.29
531 0.006873 324083 12502 85.926246 4130.652199 27847235.58
545 0.005624 336585 12502 70.311248 4200.963447 23665711.41
559 0.005415 349087 12502 67.69833 4268.661777 23632606.92
573 0.005207 361589 12502 65.097914 4333.759691 23538689.63
582 0.00479 369626 8037 38.49723 4372.256921 14229577.14
586 0.004166 373198 3572 14.880952 4387.137873 5553541.524
615 0.003957 403340 30142 119.271894 4506.409767 48107125.73
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Table B.2 continued 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
643 0.002708 436268 32928 89.169024 4595.578791 38901591.76
     126317.6094 937440466.7
 
 
Table B.3 – MOM parameter estimates (Well 39) using NaSCN. 
Parameter Estimated value Units 
m  2466.831245 Barrels (bbls) 
Fraction of tracer produced f=m/M 0.146835193 - 
Total Swept Volume  223422.0554 Barrels (bbls) 
Net Swept Volume  32806.22066 Barrels (bbls) 
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Fig. B.3 – Semi-log plot of NaSCN concentration versus injected volume for Well 40 
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Fig. B.4 – Semi-log plot of NaSCN concentration versus produced volume for Well 40 
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Table B.4 – Cumulative injected volume versus concentration (Well 40) using NaSCN. 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
62 0 27218 0 0 0 0 
83 0.005624 36437 9219 51.847656 51.847656 1889173.042
104 0.017183 45832 9395 161.434285 213.281941 7398856.15 
111 0.032492 49213 3381 109.855452 323.137393 5406316.359
117 0.051029 52111 2898 147.882042 471.019435 7706281.091
125 0.076647 55975 3864 296.164008 767.183443 16577780.35
132 0.097476 59356 3381 329.566356 1096.749799 19561740.63
139 0.123094 62737 3381 416.180814 1512.930613 26109935.73
145 0.15142 65635 2898 438.81516 1951.745773 28801633.03
153 0.18537 69499 3864 716.26968 2668.015453 49780026.49
160 0.208906 72880 3381 706.311186 3374.326639 51475959.24
167 0.230984 76261 3381 780.956904 4155.283543 59556554.46
173 0.250562 79159 2898 726.128676 4881.412219 57479619.86
181 0.244939 83023 3864 946.444296 5827.856515 78576644.79
188 0.221611 86404 3381 749.266791 6577.123306 64739647.81
195 0.184329 89785 3381 623.216349 7200.339655 55955479.89
201 0.149754 92797 3012 451.059048 7651.398703 41856926.48
209 0.108514 97573 4776 518.262864 8169.661567 50568462.43
216 0.07873 101752 4179 329.01267 8498.674237 33477697.2 
223 0.058944 105931 4179 246.326976 8745.001213 26093662.89
229 0.056444 109513 3582 202.182408 8947.183621 22141602.05
237 0.052487 114289 4776 250.677912 9197.861533 28649727.88
244 0.046863 118468 4179 195.840477 9393.70201 23200829.63
251 0.040823 122647 4179 170.599317 9564.301327 20923494.43
257 0.035616 126229 3582 127.576512 9691.877839 16103855.53
265 0.031659 131005 4776 151.203384 9843.081223 19808399.32
272 0.027285 135184 4179 114.024015 9957.105238 15414222.44
279 0.024994 139363 4179 104.449926 10061.55516 14556455.04
285 0.024577 142945 3582 88.034814 10149.58998 12584136.49
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Table B.4 Continued 
Time Conc Inj_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV C*V*DV 
293 0.024994 147721 4776 119.371344 10268.96132 17633654.31
300 0.023744 151900 4179 99.226176 10368.1875 15072456.13
307 0.023536 156534 4634 109.065824 10477.25332 17072509.69
313 0.022703 160506 3972 90.176316 10567.42964 14473839.78
321 0.020828 165802 5296 110.305088 10677.73473 18288804.2 
328 0.018954 170436 4634 87.832836 10765.56756 14969877.24
356 0.018537 188972 18536 343.601832 11109.16939 64931125.4 
363 0.016454 193606 4634 76.247836 11185.41723 14762038.54
369 0.014163 197578 3972 56.255436 11241.67267 11114836.53
377 0.014163 202874 5296 75.007248 11316.67991 15217020.43
384 0.010831 207508 4634 50.190854 11366.87077 10415003.73
391 0.009581 212142 4634 44.398354 11411.26912 9418755.614
392 0.010206 212804 662 6.756372 11418.02549 1437782.987
419 0.011247 232977 20173 226.885731 11644.91123 52859156.95
425 0.010622 237675 4698 49.902156 11694.81338 11860494.93
433 0.013122 243939 6264 82.196208 11777.00959 20050860.78
440 0.013122 249420 5481 71.921682 11848.93127 17938705.92
447 0.011247 254901 5481 61.644807 11910.57608 15713322.95
453 0.008956 259599 4698 42.075288 11952.65137 10922702.69
461 0.008123 265863 6264 50.882472 12003.53384 13527766.65
468 0.007706 271344 5481 42.236586 12045.77042 11460644.19
475 0.007498 276825 5481 41.096538 12086.86696 11376549.13
    12086.86696  1246913030 
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Table B.5 – Cumulative produced volume versus concentration (Well 40) using NaSCN. 
Time Conc Produced_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV 
62 0 248    
83 0.005624 332 0 0 0 
104 0.017183 432 100 1.7183 742.3056 
111 0.032492 488 56 1.819552 887.941376 
117 0.051029 536 48 2.449392 1312.874112
125 0.076647 600 64 4.905408 2943.2448 
132 0.097476 656 56 5.458656 3580.878336
139 0.123094 712 56 6.893264 4908.003968
145 0.15142 760 48 7.26816 5523.8016 
153 0.18537 824 64 11.86368 9775.67232 
160 0.208906 880 56 11.698736 10294.88768
167 0.230984 936 56 12.935104 12107.25734
173 0.250562 984 48 12.026976 11834.54438
181 0.244939 1048 64 15.676096 16428.54861
188 0.221611 1104 56 12.410216 13700.87846
195 0.184329 1160 56 10.322424 11974.01184
201 0.149754 1260 100 14.9754 18869.004 
209 0.108514 1740 480 52.08672 90630.8928 
216 0.07873 2160 420 33.0666 71423.856 
223 0.058944 2580 420 24.75648 63871.7184 
229 0.056444 2940 360 20.31984 59740.3296 
237 0.052487 3420 480 25.19376 86162.6592 
244 0.046863 3840 420 19.68246 75580.6464 
251 0.040823 4260 420 17.14566 73040.5116 
257 0.035616 4620 360 12.82176 59236.5312 
265 0.031659 5100 480 15.19632 77501.232 
272 0.027285 5520 420 11.4597 63257.544 
279 0.024994 5940 420 10.49748 62355.0312 
285 0.024577 6300 360 8.84772 55740.636 
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Table B.5 Continued 
Time Conc Produced_volume DelV C*DelV Cum.C*DV 
293 0.024994 6780 480 11.99712 81340.4736 
300 0.023744 7200 420 9.97248 71801.856 
307 0.023536 7592 392 9.226112 70044.6423 
313 0.022703 7928 336 7.628208 60476.43302
321 0.020828 8376 448 9.330944 78155.98694
328 0.018954 8768 392 7.429968 65145.95942
356 0.018537 10336 1568 29.066016 300426.3414
363 0.016454 10728 392 6.449968 69195.2567 
369 0.014163 11064 336 4.758768 52651.00915
377 0.014163 11512 448 6.345024 73043.91629
384 0.010831 11904 392 4.245752 50541.43181
391 0.009581 12296 392 3.755752 46180.72659
392 0.010206 12352 56 0.571536 7059.612672
419 0.011247 14320 1968 22.134096 316960.2547
425 0.010622 14800 480 5.09856 75458.688 
433 0.013122 15440 640 8.39808 129666.3552
440 0.013122 16000 560 7.34832 117573.12 
447 0.011247 16560 560 6.29832 104300.1792
453 0.008956 17040 480 4.29888 73252.9152 
461 0.008123 17680 640 5.19872 91913.3696 
468 0.007706 18240 560 4.31536 78712.1664 
475 0.007498 18800 560 4.19888 78938.944 
    561.562728  
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Table B.6 – MOM parameter estimates (Well 39) using NaSCN. 
Parameter Estimated value Units 
m  638.0647006 Barrels (bbls) 
Fraction of tracer produced f=m/M 0.03798 - 
Total Swept Volume  120993.1745 Barrels (bbls) 
Net Swept Volume  4595.325812 Barrels (bbls) 
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APPENDIX C 
13 COMPUTING SENSITIVITIES WITH RESPECT TO SHIFT -TIME 
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Given the objective function below 
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Solving the numerator, 
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Solving the denominator, 
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Combining Eqs. C.2, C.5, C.9, 
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